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Preface

This volume constitutes the proceedings of the First Doctoral Symposium on
Engineering Secure Software and Systems (ESSoS-DS), held on February 15th,
2012 in Eindhoven, The Netherlands and hosted by the ESSoS 2012 Symposium.
The ESSoS symposia series is one of the few conference-level events dedicated
to secure software engineering. The Doctoral Symposium was organized with
the help of the European Network of Excellence on Engineering Secure Future
Internet Software Services and Systems (NESSoS).

The domain of engineering secure software and systems covers a collection of
engineering activities that aim at the creation of software services and systems,
that are both behaviorally correct (typically guided by software engineering prin-
ciples) as well as secure (typically guided by security engineering principles). In
brief, software and security engineering research is combined and consolidated in
an integrated and interdisciplinary engineering process with the aim of creating
trustworthy software.

The challenges of the engineering process are to address a diversity of aspects
such as requirements modeling and analysis of secure systems, the specification of
architectural interfaces, high-level and detailed design, implementation (through
the reuse and composition of existing components and services, as well as through
the programming of new ones), and the validation, verification, model checking
and testing of software in order to provide assurance on security aspects.

The goal of the ESSoS-DS is to provide PhD students an opportunity to
discuss their research in the area of engineering secure software and systems in
an international forum, and receive useful feedback from a panel of well-known
experts in the field. It is an excellent chance for meeting and sharing experiences
with other PhD students addressing similar topics or at a similar stage in their
doctoral work. The students obtain guidance both on the academic content of
their current work and regarding the potential future research trajectories.

In response to the call for papers, a total of eighteen submissions were re-
ceived, which were peer reviewed by at least two referees. Of these submis-
sions, twelve papers were accepted for presentation at the doctoral symposium
and publication in this volume. The volume is available electronically through
CEUR-WS.org and indexed by DBLP.
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Risk-driven Security Testing versus Test-driven
Security Risk Analysis �

Gencer Erdogan1,2

Supervised by: Ketil Stølen1,2

1 Department of Informatics, University of Oslo, PO Box 1080 Blindern, N-0316
Oslo, Norway

2 Department for Networked Systems and Services, SINTEF ICT, PO Box 124
Blindern, N-0314 Oslo, Norway

{gencer.erdogan,ketil.stolen}@sintef.no

Abstract. It is important to clearly distinguish the combinations of se-
curity testing and security risk analysis depending on whether it is viewed
from a security testing perspective or a security risk analysis perspective.
The main focus in the former view is security testing in which test objec-
tives are to be achieved, while the main focus in the latter view is security
risk analysis with the aim to fulfill risk acceptance criteria. The litera-
ture’s lack of addressing this distinction is accompanied with the lack of
addressing two immediate problems within this context, namely the gap
between high-level security risk analysis models and low-level security
test cases, and the consideration of investable effort. We present initial
ideas for methods that address these problems followed by an industrial
case study evaluation in which we have gathered interesting results.

Keywords: Security risk analysis, Security testing

1 Introduction

Security testing is a process to determine that an information system protects
data and maintains functionality as intended [1]. Security risk analysis is a spe-
cialized risk analysis approach in which information security risk is associated
with the potential that threats will exploit vulnerabilities of an information asset,
or group of information assets, and thereby cause harm to an organization [2].

The literature collectively refers to the combinations of security testing and
security risk analysis as risk-based security testing. It is, however, important to
make a clear distinction between such combinations depending on whether it is
viewed from (A) a security testing perspective, or (B) a security risk analysis
perspective. In (A) the main focus is security testing in which test objectives are
to be achieved while risk analysis is used as a means to make security testing

� This work has been conducted as a part of the DIAMONDS (201579/S10) project
funded by the Research Council of Norway, as well as a part of the NESSoS net-
work of excellence funded by the European Commission within the 7th Framework
Programme.
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more effective. We name this approach Risk-driven Security Testing (RST). In
(B) the main focus is security risk analysis with the aim to fulfill risk acceptance
criteria while security testing is used as a means to develop and/or validate
risk models. We name this approach Test-driven Security Risk Analysis (TSR).
Furthermore, we address two key challenges within both RST and TSR. The
first challenge is to bridge the gap between high-level security risk models and
low-level security test cases, while the second challenge is to make sure that the
investable effort is correctly reflected in RST and TSR. As an initial evaluation of
our proposed methods for RST and TSR, we have carried out an industrial case
study evaluation of a TSR based approach in which we have gathered interesting
results.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 outlines the research objectives
followed by a brief description of the research method, Sect. 3 gives an overview
of the work done to date, Sect. 4 presents preliminary results from an industrial
case study in which a TSR approach was tried out, and Sect. 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Research Objectives and Research Method

Security risk analysis models are often at a high-level of abstraction (e.g. business
level), while security test cases are at a low-level of abstraction (e.g. implementa-
tion level), and the challenge in RST is to identify the most important security
test cases, while the challenge in TSR is to identify an accurate security risk
model of the target of evaluation.

These challenges are important to address in order to define exactly what to
test, produce only the necessary security test cases and to obtain an accurate
security risk model. The two first points provide the security testers with an
indication for when to terminate the security testing process, i.e. to limit the
scope of the security testing process. The necessity to limit the scope of the
security testing process is due to the fact that security is often constrained
by cost and time – one example from the industry is the author’s personal
experience of conducting security testing in a European organization [3]. It is
therefore essential to take the effort available for conducting an RST or a TSR
into account.

The author seeks to address the particular task of developing an industrial
guideline for effort dependent risk-driven security testing and test-driven security
risk analysis. The initial research question is the following:

– What is a good industrial guideline for effort dependent risk-driven security
testing and test-driven security risk analysis?

The research work will adopt an iterative incremental approach where the in-
dustrial partners provide industrial case studies on RST and TSR. There will,
in total, be carried out six case studies. In this light, the research process will
be conducted using the Technology Research Method [4] which is an iterative
incremental research method.
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3 Current Work

Figure 1 presents the steps in RST and TSR. The steps for security testing are
in line with the steps presented in the Standard for Software Component Test-
ing [6], which is also one of the building blocks in the upcoming new international
standard for software testing - ISO/IEC 29119 [7]. The steps for security risk
analysis are in line with the steps presented in ISO 31000 [8].

In RST security testing is supported by security risk assessment in order
to make security testing more effective. The aim is to focus the security testing
process to carry out security tests on the most important parts of the system
under test, and to execute only the most important security test cases. RST
provides two alternatives to achieve this aim. The first alternative (Step 3)
achieves this by first directing the identified security test model from Step 2 as
input to Step 3. Based on this input, risks concerning the system under test
are identified, estimated and evaluated in Step 3. The output of Step 3 is a risk
evaluation matrix that contains a list of prioritized risks of the system under
test. The risk evaluation matrix is finally used as a basis for generating and
prioritizing security test cases in Step 4. The second alternative (Step 5)
achieves this by first directing the identified security test cases from Step 4 as
input to Step 5. Based on this input, risks addressed by the security test cases
are identified, estimated and evaluated in Step 5. The output of Step 5 is a risk
evaluation matrix that contains a list of prioritized risks of the system under
test. The risk evaluation matrix is finally used as a basis for eliciting the most
important security test cases to be executed in Step 6. The dashed rectangles
that surrounds Step 3 and 5 indicate that the security testing process can be
supported by either Step 3 or Step 5 when conducting the RST method.

In TSR security risk analysis is supported by security testing in order to
develop and/or validate risk models. The aim is to strengthen the correctness
of the security risk analysis models. TSR provides two alternatives to achieve
this aim. The first alternative (Step 2 and 3) supports the development of
risk models by identifying potential risks. This is achieved by first directing the
system model and the identified assets of the target of evaluation from Step 1
as input to Step 2. Based on this input, security test cases are generated and
prioritized in Step 2. The identified security test cases are then executed in Step
3. Finally, the security testing results are used as a basis for identifying potential
risks which are used as an input to Step 4. The second alternative (Step 5
and 6) supports the validation of risk models by first identifying security tests
that explore the risks and then validating the risk model based on the security
testing results. This is achieved by first directing the risk evaluation matrix from
Step 4 as input to Step 5. Based on this input, security test cases are generated
and prioritized in Step 5. The identified security test cases are then executed in
Step 6. Finally, the security testing results are used as a basis for validating and
updating the security risk analysis models. The dashed rectangles that surrounds
Step 2 and 3 and Step 5 and 6 indicate that the security risk analysis process can
be supported by security testing for either developing risk models or validating
risk models, or both when conducting the TSR method.
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Fig. 1. The steps in Risk-driven Security Testing and Test-driven Security Risk Anal-
ysis.

4 Case Study

We have carried out an industrial case study using a TSR based approach. In
particular, we carried out the alternative for validating the risk model, i.e. step
1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the TSR approach, as explained in Sect. 3. The target system
analyzed was a multilingual, web-based e-business application, which serves as
the backbone for the system owner’s business goals and is used by a large amount
of users every day. The case study was carried out in a period of four months in
form of meetings and security testing sessions. The presented results are limited
to the experiences obtained in the case study due to confidentiality reasons.

Table 1 outlines the process undergone during the case study. The first col-
umn specifies the meeting sequence (SRA denotes a security risk analysis meet-
ing, while ST denotes a security testing meeting). The second column lists the
participants (C denotes participants from the customer organization, while A
denotes participants from the analysis team). The third column describes the
contents and achievements in each meeting. Finally, the fourth column shows
the approximate time spent (in man-hours) for each meeting. The time spent on
work before and after the meetings is not included in the table.

Security risk analysis was conducted using the CORAS approach [5]. The
process of identifying security tests was carried out by first using the risk evalu-
ation matrix with identified risks as a starting point. Then, the threat scenarios
that lead up to a risk that needed to be treated were systematically identified as
testable or not testable. Furthermore, the identified testable threat scenarios were
prioritized based on their individual effort for realizing the risk. Finally, secu-
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Table 1. The process undergone during the case study

Meeting Participants Contents Hours

1 - SRA C:One domain expert. A:The an-
alyst. Two domain experts.

Defining the goals, context, tar-
get, focus and scope of the SRA.

2

2 - SRA C:One domain expert. One devel-
oper. A:The analyst. The secre-
tary. One domain expert.

Defining the goals, context, tar-
get, focus and scope of the SRA.

3

3 - SRA C:One domain expert. A:The an-
alyst. The secretary.

Concretizing the scope, assets and
risk evaluation criteria of the
SRA.

6

4 - SRA C:One domain expert. A:The an-
alyst. The secretary.

Identifying and evaluating risks. 6

5 - SRA /
ST

C:One domain expert. A:The an-
alyst. The secretary.

Identifying security tests. 6

6 - ST A:The analyst. The secretary. Implementing security tests. 8

7 - ST A:The analyst. The secretary. Executing security tests. 6

8 - ST A:The analyst. The secretary. Executing security tests. 6

9 - SRA C:One domain expert. One devel-
oper. A:The analyst. The secre-
tary.

Validating and updating the risk
model based on the security test-
ing results. Suggesting treatments
for security tests that failed.

2

rity tests were identified for the prioritized testable threat scenarios. A testable
threat scenario, in this context, is simply a threat scenario that is possible to
test at the software level.

Table 2 presents the overall TSR results obtained in the case study. The
leftmost column specifies the information security assets taken into consideration
during the security risk analysis process. The row named Common denotes the
number of security risk analysis elements that are common for all assets. The
topmost row specifies the number of security risk analysis elements: R denotes
the number of risks, TS denotes the number of threat scenarios, RT denotes the
number of tested risks, TST denotes the number of tested threat scenarios (the
tested threat scenarios that addressed confidentiality also addressed integrity
and are therefore not counted two times in the total sum), R Upd. denotes
the number of updated risks based on the security testing results and TS Upd.
denotes the number of updated threat scenarios based on the security testing
results.

A total number of 31 risks and 43 threat scenarios were identified during the
risk assessment, and from these, 11 risks and 7 threat scenarios were tested.
Approximately 80% of the identified security tests that explored these risks
and threat scenarios uncovered some form of security vulnerability. This is an
indication that the risk model contributed to identify relevant security tests.
Furthermore, the security testing results helped us to validate and update the
risk model; approximately 20% of all risks and 14% of all threat scenarios had
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Table 2. Test-driven Security Risk Analysis results

�����������Assets
SRA elements

R TS RT TST R Upd. TS Upd.

Confidentiality of information 8 2 5 5* 3 0

Integrity of information 8 7 5 5* 3 1

Availability of information 11 13 1 2 0 0

Accountability of information 4 6 0 0 0 0

Common 0 15 0 0 0 5

Total 31 43 11 7 6 6

to be adjusted, with respect to likelihood values, based on the security testing
results.

5 Conclusion

The combinations of security risk analysis and security testing must be clearly
distinguished depending on whether it is viewed from a security testing per-
spective (RST), or a security risk analysis perspective (TSR). Additionally, the
immediate challenges that need to be addressed in these approaches are: (1) the
gap between high-level security risk analysis results and low-level security test
cases, and (2) the correct reflection of investable effort. An industrial case study
evaluation of a TSR based approach showed how security testing can be used as
a significant means to validate and update the risk model – i.e. approximately
20% of all risks and 14% of all threat scenarios had to be adjusted, with respect
to likelihood values, based on the security testing results.
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Security of the OSGi platform �

Anton Philippov, Olga Gadyatskaya, and Fabio Massacci
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Abstract. In the last few years we have seen how increasing compu-
tational power of electronic devices triggers the functionality growth of
the software that runs on them. The natural consequence is that modern
software is no longer single-pieced, it becomes, instead, the composition
of autonomous components that run on the shared platform. The ex-
amples of such platforms are web browsers (such as Google Chrome),
smartphone and smart card operating systems (e.g., Android and Java
Card), intelligent vehicle systems or smart homes (usually implemented
on OSGi). On one hand, these platforms protect components by isolation,
but at the same time, provide methods to share and exchange services. If
the components can come from different stakeholders, how do we make
sure that one’s services would only be invoked by one’s authorized sib-
lings? In this PhD proposal we illustrate the problems on the example of
OSGi platform. We propose to use the security-by-contract methodology
(S×C) for loading time security verification to separate the security from
the business logic while controlling access to applications.

1 Introduction

With the ever-increasing popularity of smart devices and rapid development of
Internet, the single application model is more and more often being replaced with
the service platforms. These include Java Card platform for multi-applicational
smart cards, Android for smartphones, OSGi for component-based Java applica-
tions and smart homes, Google Chrome platform for browser plugins. In general,
we say that service platform is a platform, on which applications are isolated,
but can share selected parts of their functionality with other applications on
the platform. Furthermore, such shared functionality we will call a service. In
the current proposal we will concentrate on Java-based service platforms and,
in particular, OSGi platform.

The Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) framework [1] is one of the
most flexible solutions for the deployment of pervasive services in home, office,
or automobile environments [5, 7, 9]. The OSGi services are also the basic build-
ing blocks for service mash-ups extending the classical “smart homes” scenarios
to richer settings [8]. In a nutshell, the OSGi framework redefines the mod-
ular system of Java by introducing bundles : JAR files enhanced with specific

� This work is partially supported by EU-funded project FP7-257930 ANIKETOS and
EU-funded project FP7- 256980 NESSOS.
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metadata. The services layer connects bundles in a dynamic way with a publish-
find-bind model for Java objects. As a result, an OSGi platform is expected to
be highly dynamic. All pervasive and mash-up applications expect that bundles
can be installed, updated or removed at any time. From a security perspective,
the possibility of bundle interactions is a threat for bundle owners. Since bundles
can contain sensitive data or activate sensitive operations (such as locking doors
and windows of somebody’s house), it is important to ensure that the security
policy of each bundle owner is respected by other bundles. However, such aspects
have been only partially investigated.

How do we make sure that one’s services are invoked by one’s authorized sib-
lings? A simple solution is to rely on service-to-service authentication to identify
the services and then interleave functional and security logic into bundles, for
example, by using aspect-oriented programming [9]. However, this decreases the
benefits of common platform for service deployment and significantly hinders
evolution and dynamicity: any change to the security policy would require rede-
ployment of the bundle (even if its functionalities are unchanged). Vice versa,
any changes in the bundle’s code would require redeployment of security as well.

Our solution is to use the security-by-contract methodology (S×C) [2, 3] for
loading time security verification in order to separate security and the business
logic while achieving a sufficient protection of applications among themselves.

In the next section we illustrate the problem by introducing a concrete case
study for home gateways (§2) and discuss the security issues that the plain OSGi
model cannot solve without ad-hoc security codes within each bundle. We then
introduce the solution (§3) and conclude in §4 with an overview of the paper.

2 Problem statement

Further we concentrate on OSGi platform, identify the flows of its security mech-
anisms. However, due to the similarities in the architecture, the problems can
be applied to other service platforms (e.g., Android) as well. Due to the pa-
per length constraints we skip the technical description of the OSGi platform
and assume the reader has at least a basic familiarity with the service platform
architecture.

The Scenario We consider as a case study an OSGi platform deployed as a
service gateway in a smart home. Let us consider Alice, the smart home res-
ident, and a telecom provider, the owner of the platform. Alice can download
bundles for entertainment (news RSS feeds, media bundles from TV providers)
or even bundles with traditional Internet content (like Facebook or Twitter), as
nowadays new TV sets can be used for all these purposes. The interested reader
can refer to [6] for more details on the news feed scenario. In this example we
have used fictional names, but they give an idea of realistic bundle interactions
and possible policies regarding these interactions.

Alice, a beginner stock market player, downloads and installs bundle A from
provider FSM.com that can provide her with an interface of the stock market
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operations. This bundle includes service SA that retrieves updates about the
stock prices. However, Alice later finds and installs another stock market bundle
B from BH.fr provider, that also provides service for prices information retrieval
SB and service Sfr that allows Alice to transfer money from her stock market
account (registered on BH.fr) to her Happy Farm account on FB.com. Thus
Alice also installs Happy Farm bundle F .

The bundle providers want to ensure that their security policies related to
bundles and services usage are enforced on the Alice’s platform. Their require-
ments are as follows:
FSM.com: Access to SA service is allowed only for bundles signed by FSM.com.
BH.fr: Access to SB service is allowed only for bundles signed by BH.fr. Only
bundles signed by BH.fr can import the package containing SB. Access to Sfr

service can be granted only for bundles signed by FB.com or by BH.fr.
The OSGi platform at Alice’s smart home has to ensure that the requirements

of each provider are respected. We will next discuss how the OSGi platform can
enforce these requirements and why this approach is not satisfactory. We will
also demonstrate that there can exist similar requirements of bundle providers
that cannot be enforced by the OSGi platform at all.

Security Challenges Let us first briefly present the relevant OSGi platform
details [1]. An OSGi bundle is a JAR file that includes the manifest.mf file con-
taining the necessary OSGi metadata including dependencies and the provided
libraries. Dependencies are expressed as requirements on capabilities. Capabil-
ities are attribute sets in a specific namespace and requirements are filter ex-
pressions that assert the attributes of the capabilities. A requirement is satisfied
when there is at least one capability that matches the filter. Bundles can interact
through two complementary mechanisms: the export/import of packages and the
service registration/lookup facility. A service is a normal Java object registered
under a Java interface with the service registry. Each bundle is associated with
a set of permissions, that are queried at runtime. The OSGi specification defines
ServicePermission, BundlePermission and PackagePermission, which are used for
getting/registering a service, importing/exporting bundles and packages respec-
tively. The platform can authenticate code by download location or by signer
(digital signature). The Conditional Permission Admin service manages the per-
missions based on a comprehensive conditional model.

We assume the framework can host multiple third-party bundles, and these
bundles can freely register services. The goal of the telecom provider running the
platform is to make sure that there are no undesired security or functionality
problems among different bundles installed by the end user (who most likely
does not even know what is a bundle and just sees the web interfaces of the
services). Thus a threat scenario under investigation is a case when a bundle gains
unauthorized access to the sensitive data of another bundle (security threat), or a
bundle is malfunctioning due to unavailability of a certain service (functionality
threat). We now discuss these threats separately in the light our scenario.

A confidentiality attack can be realized by the bundle A of provider FSM.com
getting access to the sensitive stock market prices service SB of provider BH.fr.
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This might happen if A imports the package containing the service SB definition,
requires the bundle B (thus importing all its exported packages), or tries to get
a reference to this service from the Service Registry and then get access to the
object referenced.

We now discuss how the current OSGi security management can address this
security threat. Import of a package or a require-bundle action can be granted
if the requiring bundle has corresponding permissions. Simple reviewing of the
manifest file and permissions file of the bundle A can report about a (potential)
attempt to interact with the bundle B. However, there is no convenient and
simple way for the owner of the bundle B, the BH.fr provider, to declare which
other bundles are allowed to import its packages.

Package importing can be guarded by the permissions mechanism, as we dis-
cussed before. Currently only the platform owner (the telecom provider) can
define and manage policies in the Conditional Permission Admin policy file.
The BH.fr provider might contact the telecom provider to ask him to set the
required permissions, or its bundle B, being granted the necessary permissions,
can add new permissions to the Conditional Permission Admin policy file. These
approaches are organizationally cumbersome and costly, as they require the op-
erator to push the changes to its customers before any downloads of BH.fr
bundles, even the customers have no intention of using them.

Service usage is another, more trickier issue. Again, the necessary authoriza-
tions for the service usage (more precisely, GET permissions for service retrieval)
can be delivered within bundle contracts and incorporated into the policy file of
the system. But the invocations of the methods within a service, once the neces-
sary reference is obtained, are not guarded by the permission check, and usually
the security checks are placed directly within the service code, thus mixing the
security logic with the execution logic.

Another solution, that is traditional for mobile Java-based component sys-
tems, could be to ask Alice each time a specific permission is needed. But Alice
is not the owner of the bundles to make such decisions, nor is she interested to
do so. Let us consider a more complex scenario now.

Example 1 Alice wants to install the Sims add-on from the EA.com provider.
This add-on is packaged into the bundle C and it will provide an integration of
the Happy Farm account with her the Sims account. The functional requirement
of the EA.com provider is the following: “The bundle C can be installed if and
only if the F bundle is available on the platform and provides the Happy Farm
service SF .

The requirement in Example 1 means that bundle C can be installed only if
the service SF is already provided on the platform. This requirement prevents
the denial of service by the Sims bundle. The bundles are running on top of a
single JVM, thus the denial of service attack can cause a restart of the whole
system [4]. This functional requirement is, in fact, unsupported by the current
OSGi specification. Requirements/capabilities model cannot provide guarantees
on the provided services (except that their definition exists on the platform).
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3 Proposed solution

Our proposed solution is to adopt the Security-by-Contract that was initially
investigated and implemented by Bielova et al. for mobile Java-based devices [2]
and by Dragoni et al. for the Java Card platforms [3]. Further we provide details
on possible architecture of S×C for OSGi.

The S×C framework consists of two main components: the ClaimChecker and
the PolicyChecker. The verification workflow is described on Figure 1.

Informally, the S×C process starts when a new bundle B is loaded. The
ClaimChecker component then accesses the manifest file, retrieves the informa-
tion about imported and exported packages and obtains the bundle contract.
Then the ClaimChecker reads the permissions.perm file, which contains local
bundle permissions, extracts permissions requested by the bundle B and re-
lated to services retrieval, packages importing, requirements of bundles, etc.,
and combines this information into the overall “security claims and needs” of
the bundle. Having these claims, the ClaimChecker then analyzes the bytecode of
the bundle to verify that the claims match actual code. If the verification fails,
meaning that the claims are not supported by the code, the bundle is removed
from the platform. Otherwise, the PolicyChecker component receives the result
from the ClaimChecker and matches it with the security policy of the platform,
that aggregates the security policies of all the installed bundles, and with the
functional state of the platform (installed bundles, running services, etc.). If the
PolicyChecker failed on either of the checks, the bundle is removed from the plat-
form. Otherwise, it is installed and the security policy of the platform is updated
by including the security requirements of B.

Fig. 1. SxC Workflow

In terms of technical realization, the S×C steps can be integrated with the
OSGi framework. The key requirement is getting the correct and up-to date
information about the state of the platform and being able to access the received
bundle before it is deployed on the platform. The S×C framework itself can be
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a bundle, provided it can access the service registry, the framework policy file,
the lifecycle layer and the manifests of the bundles.

4 Conclusions

In this proposal we have identified the security problems of some of the Java-
based service platforms on the example of OSGi platform. We have presented and
idea of solution, which is a Security-by-Contract paradigm for the OSGi plat-
form. We discussed the security and functionality challenges and proposed how
to enable the bundle providers with ability to effectively express their security
and functional requirements on the platform.

The main benefits that the S×C approach can bring to service platforms are
the following. From the security aspect, the bundle providers can now specify
the authorizations for access to their bundles, packages and services. The policies
can be updated easily and the update does not require an interaction from the
platform owner, an access to the framework policy file or an update of the execu-
tion logic of the bundle. For the functionality aspect, the bundle providers have
now a more powerful tool for expressing their functional requirements than the
requirement/capability model of OSGi. The contracts can express requirements
on the current state of the platform (including requirements on the states of the
bundles or certain services provision, or absence of the competitor’s resources).
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Abstract. Achieving security in practical systems is a hard task. As it is
the case for other critical system properties (i.e. safety), security should
be a concern through all the phases of software development, starting
with the very early phases of requirements and design. Although the
arguments in favour of formal verification at the design level are many
(rigour and cost-benefit being at the top of the list), answers to two rel-
evant questions about the limitations of this approach are crucial for its
success and further application in industrial contexts: Is security verifi-
cation at the design phase scalable under continuous evolution? What
are the limits of the formal security guarantees achieved at the model
level when software is ultimately deployed? In this paper we report on
recent results and work in progress towards a better understanding of
these two fundamental questions.

1 Motivation

In recent years, information security has gained increasing attention from the
general public and there is a consensus about its paramount importance in so-
ciety. Examples include recent scandals on users private data [11], leaks of gov-
ernment secret documents and public threats from anonymous hacker groups to
corporate and governmental IT systems worldwide [1,2]. Long gone are the days
where the term ‘computer security’ was associated exclusively with spies, con-
spirational theories and cryptography. Today most successful attacks exploit vul-
nerabilities related to problems in design or implementation rather than vulner-
abilities in cryptographic mechanisms. And most of the attackers are motivated
teenagers, typically not interested in the mathematical aspects of cryptography.3

There are several reasons why security is difficult to achieve in practice.
On the one hand, the complexity of modern system architectures is constantly
increasing: software logic evolves, often driven by the market pressure to deliver
new functionalities, and different operating systems and hardware configurations

� PhD work supervised by Jan Jürjens at the Chair for Software Engineering of the
TU Dortmund and Jorge Cuéllar at Siemens Corporate Research.

3 Also social aspects of security result in attacks in many cases, but those are very
difficult to control by technological means and are out of the scope of this work.
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make each instantiation of an IT system unique. Moreover, software components
from different producers delivered without accurate (if at all) security guarantees
are used together to achieve customized solutions.

Techniques to tackle this ever ‘moving target’ exist in different areas of com-
puter science and engineering: from software and hardware formal verification to
testing, but also at the level of business-processes modelling and risk-analysis. In
fact, security plays a role at different levels of abstraction and at different phases
of the development cycle, and if one wants to have a high degree of assurance
about the security of a system one should consider them all.

In general, the strongest guarantees about software and hardware behaviour
are delivered by formal methods, due to their rigour and precision. It is thus nat-
ural to consider formal methods to validate a system with respect to well-defined,
mathematical descriptions of security. Nevertheless, formal methods are difficult
to apply in realistic software-development scenarios because they require highly
specialized designers and programmers in order to carry out the formalizations
and because many verification tools available hardly scale to realistic scenarios,
in particular at the level of implementations. Additionally, the security require-
ments of a system are not always precise, because often they are formulated in
natural language.

At the present time, the application of formal methods seems to be more rea-
sonable to take place at the level of system design, where models are abstracted
from implementation details and are more amenable to automated verification.
Since some security problems can be detected already at the specification level,
the cost-benefit of applying this methodology is typically better than repairing
design problems at later stages of development. Since the de-facto standard for
system modelling in industry is the Universal Modelling Language (UML), it is
natural to perform this formal verification on UML models, if one aims at in-
dustry acceptance. It is however not enough to have strong security guarantees
on system models to be able to judge the overall security of a deployed system,
which is the ultimate goal. As argued before, it is difficult to verify the code be-
cause of its size and the huge variety of programming languages and paradigms.
Moreover it can be the case that libraries or components from third parties are
used whose source code is unavailable.

Unfortunately, security is a never ending open loop, since no matter how
strong guarantees a given system has, new exploits appear that consider prop-
erties or interfaces that were not considered at design. This is prominently illus-
trated by side-channels: here the attacker exploits information such as electro-
magnetic radiation, timing and shared memory behaviour to gain possession
of confidential data. Many of these side-channels are difficult to capture since
they rely on micro-architectural configurations such as the duration of proces-
sor instructions or the cache behaviour. Closing these interfaces is sometimes
impossible or costly, because of the impact to other system requirements (i.e.
efficiency).

In summary, we believe that it is unrealistic to attempt to build complex
industrial systems with a 100% guarantee of security because logical or physical
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interfaces that are vulnerable to attacks are often only exposed after real attacks
take place. To date there is also no standard single methodology, tool, or model to
tackle the whole Software Development Life-Cycle. It is thus necessary to provide
tools that help to cope with evolution problems at all levels of abstractions
and during the whole life-cycle. It is our believe that the idea that systems
are going to be secure because we commit to a single approach (for example
rigorous security requirements elicitation, industrial best-practices, strict patch
update policies etc.) is fallacious: we have to work on all phases and at different
abstraction levels, sometimes using different models and different methodologies.
In this work we propose a set of such tools, easy to use by end users, and
addressing the aforementioned problems on Models, Implementations and Micro-
architectures.

State Name

Stateaction

Models Implementations Running system

class HelloWorldApp {
public static void main(String[] args) 

{
System.out.println("Hello World!");

    }
}

Fig. 1. Roadmap from models to running systems

2 Roadmap and contributions

In the following we summarize the goals of this research and the achieved results
so far. Security is typically described as the conjunction of one or more security
requirements, abstractly classified as Confidentiality, Availability and Integrity.
In this work we consider mainly Confidentiality and Integrity: we want to un-
derstand how information is flowing from a group of users to another. There are
basically two ways to look at the problem and our proposed solutions: a) accord-
ing to the abstraction level modelled and b) according to the security properties
considered. First, we will take the first point of view (see Fig. 1).

Models We consider the problem of specification evolution for security at the
level of UML models. We extend the UMLsec [5] notation and verification
techniques to reason about changes in the specification by means of the novel
UMLseCh notation [7,6]. For some properties defined in static UML diagrams,
we describe sufficient conditions that soundly preserve the security of already
verified models by analysing the delta implied by the modifications. This fine-
grained incremental technique is a good choice for structural of properties be-
cause of their locality: changes of parts of the model usually affect the property
in a clearly identifiable, small subset of the specification. For behavioural mod-
els, incremental changes can affect security in non-trivial ways. Therefore we
propose to focus on compositionality results: if one or more components of a
given system evolves, the overall security of the system can be decided (effi-
ciently) by re-verifying the evolved components exclusively given an (efficient)
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compositionality condition. We describe such a decision procedure for secrecy on
cryptographic protocols specified as Sequence diagrams [10] that is sound and
complete with respect to a previous verification technique proposed by Jürjens
[5]. We currently extend previous work on verifying non-interference in UML
state-charts and derive compositionality results for interacting objects.

Implementations For evaluating the security of implementations we consider
model-based testing of security requirements based on a black box model of the
system. The methodology proposed is well-founded with respect to the require-
ments considered, and extends previous work on security testing [4]. We also
discuss conditions under which the security relevant properties of the model are
preserved under incremental changes [3].

Micro-architecture At this detailed abstraction level, we focus on cache config-
urations and how they can act as a leaking channel for different adversaries.
Configurations of the CPU play a determinant role on the security of the sys-
tem with respect to side-channel attacks, and the change in configurations is a
typical phenomenon of system’s evolution. Avoiding the use of caches conflicts
with efficiency requirements and is therefore not realistic for a wide range of
systems. A promising technique to achieve formal guarantees about countermea-
sures striving for a trade-off between security and other conflicting requirements
is quantitative information flow analysis (for example [8]). We formalize heuristic
countermeasures proposed in the literature and give strong security guarantees
for arbitrary programs under a well-defined attacker model [9], and validate our
approach using an automatic tool chain that evaluates compiled programs for
various architectures.

Notice that we do not aim at a formal integration of the security guarantees
obtained at the discussed levels of abstraction: such a task, although interest-
ing, goes outside the scope of this work. On the other hand, current industrial
environments do not have a formally justified software development process. We
consider different layers of abstraction mainly due to necessity: any error found
in any of these layers would invalidate the over-all security of the system.

It is nevertheless interesting to informally discuss our contributions from the
perspective of the security properties considered and the assumptions they rely
on at different abstraction levels. In fact, when analysing information-flow at the
model level, we are assuming perfect mechanisms for access control, and among
others, perfect cryptography, which guarantees access control when information
is shared through insecure networks. To gain confidence in the correctness of
those mechanisms, we validate them locally using model-based testing and per-
forming a Dolev-Yao analysis for the cryptographic protocol logic. To gain even
more confidence about primitives, we consider the micro-architectural abstrac-
tion level, using quantitative information-flow related techniques. We can see
this as an (informal) chain of assumptions and guarantees across abstraction
levels, as depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Access control and Information-flow control vs. model validation

The assumptions and guarantees discussed here are by no means complete:
for example we are not considering operating system access control mechanisms
or semantic security properties of the cryptographic primitives. As already dis-
cussed we believe that a complete and formally justified methodology is un-
realistic. It is nevertheless essential to consider different levels of abstraction
and development phases to achieve a good degree of confidence in the system,
since an error in any of them would invalidate the results at higher abstrac-
tion levels or previous phases. For example a faulty implementation of access
control would invalidate a secure abstract design w.r.t non-interference, and a
cryptographic implementation with side-channels would make a formally verified
protocol against the Dolev-Yao adversary meaningless.

3 Conclusions and Work in Progress

Software security is a difficult problem because it is a moving target, and it should
be addressed at different levels of abstraction and in all phases of software de-
velopment. Although a promising methodology to achieve practical security is
formal verification at design time, to date there a number of limitations to this
approach, in particular when the system undergoes continuous evolution. We
have reported on results towards a scalable security verification at the model
level, and pinned down many assumptions made at different levels of abstrac-
tions, that are vital for the formal model analysis to be sound. Our focus is to
devise methodologies supporting intuitive tools, aiming at minding the gap be-
tween formal methods and industrial acceptance. At this point of our research,
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we have already achieved many of the original goals, and promising work in
progress is being done on the missing items. Concretely, at this stage work in
progress is being done for information flow analysis: at the model level, we are
interested in the automatic and efficient verification of UML state-charts; at the
micro-architectural level novel formal quantification techniques are being studied
that provide strong security guarantees on realistic modern processor models for
powerful attackers and multiple hardware configurations. Submissions to inter-
national conferences in software engineering and automatic verification in both
of these subjects are on preparation at the time of writing this manuscript.
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Abstract. The rigorous incremental development of security protocols has so far

received much less attention than protocol verification techniques. In this work,

we study security protocol transformations. These can serve both for simplifying

protocols before verification and, in the other direction, for developing protocols

by stepwise refinement of simple abstract protocols into complex concrete ones.

The transformations preserve attacks on a class of security properties. Our work

aims to improve our understanding of modifications of existing protocols and

to enable the systematic development of entire families of new protocols. This

complements existing work on post-hoc protocol verification.

1 Introduction

It is well-known that security protocols are notoriously hard to get right. This moti-

vates the use of formal methods for their design and development. In the last decade,

we have witnessed substantial progress in the formal verification of security protocols.

However, methods for developing security protocols have received much less attention

and protocol development remains more an art than a science.

Sprenger and Basin [14,15] have recently proposed a hierarchical development

method for security protocols based on stepwise refinement that spans several levels

of abstraction. Each development starts from abstract models of security properties and

proceeds down to cryptographic protocols secure against a Dolev-Yao intruder. The de-

velopment process traverses intermediate levels of abstraction based on message-less

protocols and communication channels with authenticity and confidentiality properties.

Security properties, once proved for a given model, are preserved by further refine-

ments. They have applied their method to develop families of authentication and key

transport protocols. However, developers may not be familiar with these abstractions

and the underlying refinement framework. They are more familiar with cryptographic

messages and transforming these messages to create new protocols from existing ones.

This motivates our study of refinements in terms of protocol transformations at the

level of cryptographic messages. In particular, we are interested in protocol transfor-

mations that preserve attacks against a given set of security properties from concrete

protocols to abstract ones (or, equivalently, the satisfaction of such properties in the re-

verse direction). Such transformations can serve the systematic development of individ-

ual protocols and entire families of protocols. Moreover, they can be applied to modify

or compare existing protocols and understand their differences. The modification of se-

curity protocols is particularly error-prone (see, e.g., [2]). Security protocol standards
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constitute another relevant application field for protocol transformations, since they typ-

ically comprise numerous protocol variants and options.

Security protocol transformations can also be considered as abstractions (i.e., from

concrete to abstract). Hui and Lowe [10] define several kinds of attack-preserving trans-

formations with the aim of simplifying protocols so that they can be effectively verified

using model checking. They define criteria for the preservation of secrecy and authenti-

cation properties, and prove for each kind of transformation that it satisfies these criteria.

Datta et al. [6,5] use protocol templates with messages containing function variables

to specify and prove properties of protocol classes. Their notion of refinement is based

on instantiating function variables and discharging the associated assumptions. Pavlovic

et al. [13,3] similarly refine protocols by transforming messages and propose special-

ized formalisms for establishing secrecy and authentication properties. Unfortunately,

their approach lacks a formal semantics.

Guttman [9,8] studies the preservation of security properties by a rich class of pro-

tocol transformations in the strand space model. His approach to property preservation

is based on the simulation of protocol analysis steps instead of execution steps. Each

analysis step explains the origin of a received message. However, he does not provide

syntactic conditions for the transformations to preserve security properties.

The objective of our work is to develop a comprehensive theory of protocol transfor-

mations covering a wide range of protocols and security properties. Our starting point

is Hui and Lowe’s work [10]. They work in a restricted protocol model with typed mes-

sages and atomic keys and show their results for ground messages. However, in order

to transform protocol descriptions, we have to consider messages with variables and

justify that a transformed attack is indeed an execution of the abstract protocol. They

only discuss this important point briefly and informally. We plan to address these issues

and obtain preservation results for relevant classes of security protocols (such as those

based on convergent subterm theories [1]) and expressive property specification lan-

guages (such as PS-LTL [4] or the language proposed in [11]). We aim to cover a large

class of protocol transformations including those described in the examples in [3,6,5].

We intend the following contributions. We want to significantly extend the scope

of existing work in terms of expressiveness of the protocol specifications, the protocol

transformations, and the preserved properties. Our work will provide a sound formal

underpinning to protocol transformations, which can serve as a foundation for rigorous

security protocol development, modifications, and comparisons of existing protocols.

2 A motivating example

We present the development of a key transport protocol as a motivating example. We

state the protocols in standard Alice&Bob notation and describe each refinement step

as a protocol transformation.

Consider a key transport protocol P1, where a key server S generates and distributes

a session key KAB to an initiator A and a responder B.

M1.1. A→ S : A, B
M1.2. S → A : {B,KAB}KAS

M1.3. S → B : {A,KAB}KBS
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In order to prevent replays and guarantee the recentness of KAB, we refine this protocol

into P2 by adding a nonce and a timestamp to P1.

M2.1. A→ S : A, B,NA

M2.2. S → A : {B, TS ,NA,KAB}KAS

M2.3. S → B : {A, TS ,KAB}KBS

Next, we obtain P3 by refining the flow of protocol messages: the server now appends

B’s message in M2.3 to A’s in M2.2, which A then forwards to B.

M3.1. A→ S : A, B,NA

M3.2. S → A : {B, TS ,NA,KAB}KAS , {A, TS ,KAB}KBS

M3.3. A→ B : {A, TS ,KAB}KBS

In P3, B cannot be sure that A has received the key KAB. We refine P3 into P4 by having

the server encrypt B’s message inside A’s, which allows A to authenticate B on KAB.

M4.1. A→ S : A, B,NA

M4.2. S → A : {B, TS ,NA,KAB, {A, TS ,KAB}KBS }KAS

M4.3. A→ B : {A, TS ,KAB}KBS

Protocol P4 is a basic form of the Kerberos IV protocol (without authenticators). We

have started from a simple initial protocol guaranteeing only the secrecy of the session

key. We have then used refinement to add several features to this protocol in order to

obtain key freshness, recentness, and authentication properties.

For additional examples of protocol developments, we refer the reader to [3,6,5].

3 Approach and current work

Security protocol model We briefly summarize our security protocol model, which

is based on [11]. The model is parametrized by a message term algebra over a given

signature Σ and a set of variables V. Constants model nonces, keys, time stamps, and

agents. Function symbols typically include hashes h(t), pairs 〈t, u〉, and encryptions {t}u.

Let T be the set of all terms over Σ and V. The terms may be quotiented by an equa-

tional theory, e.g., to model the commutativity of exponentiation for a Diffie-Hellman

protocol. As is standard, we model a Dolev-Yao intruder [7] with full control over the

network using a deduction system. Its judgements have the form T � u, meaning that

the intruder can derive the term u from a finite set of terms T . Encryption is perfect, i.e.,

the intruder can only decrypt with the intended key.

We specify protocols as finite sets of roles instead of the informal Alice&Bob no-

tation from Section 2. Each role R ∈ Role is a sequence of send and receive events

of the form snd(t) or rcv(t) for a term t. The semantics of a protocol is a transition

system with states of the form s = (tr, th, σ), where tr is a trace consisting of a se-

quence of pairs of thread identifiers and events, th : T ID ⇀ Role is a thread pool, and

σ = {σi | i ∈ dom(th)} is a family of ground substitutions σi, one for each thread i. The

transitions are defined by an operational semantics with rules for sending and receiving

messages. The receive rule includes a premise requiring that the received message is

deducible by the intruder from his initial knowledge and the sent messages. We write

R(P) for the set of reachable states of the protocol P.
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Protocol transformations Our protocol transformations are functions f : T → T on

terms, which we lift to events, roles, protocols, traces, and states. We consider a class

of nice transformations, which includes the following operations on messages:

1. remove encryptions and hashes,
2. remove fields from an encrypted message,
3. pull fields outside of an encryption,
4. split encryption into several ones, and
5. project pairs (under certain conditions) and reorder pairs.

These protocol transformations simplify messages (and hence protocols) and can

therefore be understood as abstractions. However, the same transformations can be used

for protocol refinements, which proceed in the opposite direction, from abstract to con-

crete. For example, in Section 2, the refinement of P1 into P2 uses transformations of

the second type, and the one from P3 into P4 uses a transformation of the third type.

So far we do not cover structural transformation of protocol like the message relay-

ing transformation (cf. the refinement of P2 to P3), but we plan to do so in the future.

Property specification language We consider a property specification language with

formulas of the following shape.

φ = ∀i1, . . . , im.
∧

A∈Γ
A ⇒ ∃ j1, . . . , jn.

∧

B∈Δ
B (1)

The quantifiers range over thread identifiers and Δ, Γ are sets of atomic predicates.

These predicates include learns(m) for expressing intruder knowledge in secrecy prop-

erties, and event orderings e ≺ e′ and equations m = m′ for authentication properties.

To achieve attack preservation, the learns(m) is only allowed to occur in Γ. A state

s = (tr, th, σ) that does not satisfy a property φ, written s �|= φ, is called an attack on φ.

Attack preservation Suppose we are given a class of security protocols, properties,

and transformations such as those sketched above. The main result we want to achieve

is the preservation of attacks on a property φ of protocol P to attacks on the transformed

protocol f (P) and property f (φ). We formalize this property as follows.

∀(tr, th, σ) ∈ R(P). (tr, th, σ) �|= φ
⇒ ( f (tr), f (th), f (σ)) ∈ R( f (P)) ∧ ( f (tr), f (th), f (σ)) �|= f (φ)

(2)

We decompose the proof of such results into two parts: the preservation of (i) exe-

cutability (first conjunct) and (ii) attacks (second conjunct).

Executability The proof that for each reachable state (tr, th, σ) of P the transformed

state ( f (tr), f (th), f (σ)) is reachable in f (P) is based on the following deducibility

preservation result.

Tθ � uθ ⇒ f (T ) f (θ) � f (u) f (θ) (3)

This follows from two simpler properties. The first one is a simpler version of (3).

T � u ⇒ f (T ) � f (u) (4)
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The second one requires that f satisfies the following substitution property, that is, for

all terms t and substitutions θ,
f (tθ) = f (t) f (θ) (5)

In particular, since the operational semantics of receive events requires the deducibility

of the received message from previously sent messages, we can use (3) to show that

each receive event of P can be simulated by a corresponding receive event in f (P).

Attack preservation Since secrecy is expressed in terms of deducibility of messages,

we obtain the preservation of secrecy for free from the above. For other properties, like

those expressible in the language sketched above, a separate proof is needed.

We have proved property (4) for all nice transformations. However, the substitu-

tion property (5) turns out to be quite restrictive. It rules out transformations that look

more than one level into the term structure (such as, e.g., for splitting an encryption).

Our initial solution restricts the set of substitutions to simple ones, whose range con-

tains no composed terms. This set covers typed substitutions, which are (implicitly)

used in [10]. We have proved (5) (hence executability) and attack preservation for this

restricted setting and a subclass of nice transformations specified by pattern matching.

Unfortunately, this solution rules out untyped variables such as those required for for-

warding messages (cf. Section 2).

4 Planned work and conclusions

Generalizing the results An alternative solution is based on the observation that exe-

cutability depends on constraints T � u where the terms in T stem from send events and

u from a receive event. Therefore, a restricted form of (5) where t ranges over the set of

terms in the protocol roles suffices for executability. Since this form of (5) is protocol-

dependent, we cannot use induction to establish it. Instead, we need to formulate criteria

to check that a protocol has this property. For attack preservation, the substitution prop-

erty must also hold for the terms occurring the properties we are interested in.

A different approach could replace the substitution f (θ) in (3) by some θ′. The

construction of such a θ′ would require a stronger proof technique, possibly based on

symbolic constraint reduction [12]. This approach produces non-ground substitutions

as solutions of constraint systems. Therefore, we would have some freedom to derive

different ground substitutions θ′.

Outlook on future work In a longer-term perspective, we plan to extend the scope of

transformations in several directions. First, we want to cover structural transformations,

which not only modify messages, but also events and roles (e.g., relaying messages;

splitting, merging, and deleting events). Second, we would like to cover a larger class

of protocols, in particular, by including equational theories (e.g., Diffie-Hellman expo-

nentiation, convergent subterm theories [1]). Third, we intend to extend the property

language to include additional properties such as forward secrecy and also consider

stronger adversary models (e.g., compromising session keys and local states). Finally,

we also plan to implement a tool that supports the definition and application of protocol

transformations and the guarantee of their soundness.
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Conclusions In this work, we study attack-preserving security protocol transforma-

tions. These can be used for the abstraction, the refinement, and the comparison of

protocols. Therefore, we consider this technique as a useful complement to verification.

So far, we have defined a subclass of transformations and proved the preservation

of attacks with respect to a particular security property language. We have discussed

the problems that we have encountered and proposed possible solutions. We have also

sketched our plans for future work.
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Abstract. We present the first steps towards an implementation of at-
tack graph construction and analysis technique based on inference rules.
In our model, XML credentials describe basic attacks to the system, then
inference rules allow composition of new attacks. We aim at modifying
previously developed algorithm for the analysis of transitive trust mod-
els to the analysis of attack graphs. Important peculiarity of our model
is exploitation of c-semirings for evaluation of system security level. C-
semirings allow an application of the same algorithms for an analysis of
attack graphs regardless of what metric is selected for the evaluation.

1 Introduction

Analysis and improvement of security of modern computer systems is a challeng-
ing task because the systems are extremely complex and heterogeneous. Often
the analysis of security is based on attack graphs. Frequently, methods of the
analysis are system and context specific and require manual adjustments. More-
over, most of the methods provide their own basic metric as the result of the
analysis. We aim at creating a method that allows automated analysis of system
security and works with wide range of security metrics without changing the core
algorithm. Using different metrics for the evaluation helps to provide different
views on system security and allows a security administrator to judge better on
improvements to security of a system.

The essential elements of our method are basic attacks described as XML
credentials similar to RTML [10]. Basic attacks form an attack graph with the
nodes representing sets of resources and the edges representing the attacks. All
the edges are labelled with costs of attacks. We introduce three inference rules,
that allows us to make conclusions on the system security. The rules are compli-
ant with rules presented for reasoning on transitive trust models. Thus, we can
adopt an earlier developed algorithm [11,5] for the analysis of the attack graphs.

� This paper was partly supported by EU-FP7-ICT NESSoS project.
�� Supervisor: Fabio Martinelli, Istituto di Informatica e Telematica, Consiglio

Nazionale delle Ricerche, Pisa, Italy, e-mail: fabio.martinelli@iit.cnr.it.
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We assume, that costs of attacks stand for security metrics, used for the
evaluation of the system security. We associate each security metric with c-
semiring which is algebraic structure used for the analysis of weighted graphs,
e.g., for searching a shortest path in a graph. C-semirings allow to create an
algorithm for the analysis of attack graphs that does not depend on the security
metric selected for the analysis of the system.

1.1 Contributions

Main contributions of the paper are the following:

– the method for the analysis of attack graphs is based on inference rules
similar to ones used for the analysis of transitive trust models, thus, the
method may reuse the slightly changed algorithm developed for the analysis
of transitive trust models;

– the method works regardless of the security metric selected for the evaluation
due to the use of c-semiring algebraic structure.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes an applica-
tion scenario and introduces inference rules. Section 3 discusses the exploitation
of XML for representing basic attacks and introduces XML based rules for the
processing of attacks. Section 4 observes the related work and Sect. 5 provides
the conclusion and the future work.

2 Application Scenario

We consider a scenario where a security administrator performs the evaluation
of security on the basis of resources available to an attacker. The features and
the notation of the model: ATT = {a1, . . . , am} is a set of attacks to a system,
RES = {r1, . . . , rn} is a set of resources in the system, S = {a1 . . . ak | a ∈ ATT}
is an attack sequence, R is a set of resources available to the attacker, G is a set
of resources gained as the result of an attack, w is a cost of the attack, W is a
cost of the attack sequence.

There is a set of basic attacks that can be applied when the attacker has
an initial set of resources. The attacker obtains new resources by applying an
attack. In our model, the resources are not consumed and the resources that can
not be reached are not taken into account. We also consider the sequential com-
position of attacks, i.e., the attacker can perform attacks one by one. Moreover,
all the attacks have costs, thus, all the potential resources are reachable with
the corresponding costs. The attacker selects the attack with the best cost, e.g.,
the highest probability of success.

We introduce two operators ⊗,⊕ over some domain D of values of costs,
where the former operator serves for aggregation of costs of attacks in a sequence
and the latter operator for the selection of the attack with the better cost. For
example, the operator ⊗ equals × (multiplication), ⊕ equals max that stands for
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the selection of the attack sequence with the maximal probability of success, and
the domain is D = [0, 1]. We can extend this basic set of operators to couples
(sequence, cost). Suppose, there are sequences of attacks a1, a2 with costs w1, w2:

(a1, w1)⊗
′ (a2, w2) = (a1a2, w1 ⊗ w2)

(a1, w1)⊕
′ (a2, w2) =

{
(a1, w1) if (w1 ⊕ w2) = w1

(a2, w2) if (w1 ⊕ w2) = w2

where a1a2 is an order preserving concatenation of attacks.
Now we are ready to present three inference rules that allow us to analyse

the above model.
First, we consider a set of resources available, say RX . By starting from this

set of resources, an intruder can perform a basic attack that simply needs a subset
Ri of these resources and then acquires new resources Gj . This is modelled by
the basic attack rule

Ri

(aq,wq)
−→ Rj Ri ⊆ RX

RX

(aq,wq)
−→ Rt

(1)

where Rj = Ri ∪Gj and Rt = RX ∪Gj .
Then it is possible to compose several different basic attacks in a sequence

and this is done by the composite attack rule. It states that starting from a
set of resources by applying an attack the intruder gets new resources that serve
as a basic set for another attack. Thus, a sequence of attacks is built.

Ri

(aq,wq)
−→ Rj Rj

(ap,wp)
−→ Rk

Ri

(aq,wq)⊗′(ap,wp)
−→ Rk

(2)

Finally, the attack selection rule selects the attack with the better cost.

Ri

(aq,wq)
−→ Rj Ri

(ap,wp)
−→ Rj

Ri

(aq,wq)⊕′(ap,wp)
−→ Rj

(3)

Rules 2 and 3 may be generalized for an application to attack sequences by
using S and W instead of a and w.

The analysis of a system works as follows. Starting from the initial set of
basic attacks, we build a graph whose nodes are sets of resources R and which
arcs are labelled with attack costs. We need to apply the rules and to consider
all the sequences exiting from the initial set Ri to the state Ri ∪ Gk and which
cost is better than a total cost W . The overall protection goal can be to avoid
the attacker to control the set of resources Ri ∪ Gk with the total cost better
than the total cost W .

We propose to present costs as a special mathematical structure c-semiring
(constraint semiring) [4]:

Definition 1. C-semiring T is a tuple 〈D,⊕,⊗,0,1〉:
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– D is a set of elements and 0, 1 ∈ D;
– ⊕, is an additive operator defined over (possibly infinite) set of elements D,

for d1, d2, d3 ∈ T , it is commutative (d1 ⊕ d2 = d2 ⊕ d1) and associative
(d1 ⊕ (d2 ⊕ d3) = (d1 ⊕ d2) ⊕ d3), and 0 is a unit element of the additive
operator (d1 ⊕ 0 = d1 = 0⊕ d1).

– ⊗ is a binary multiplicative operator, it is associative and commutative, 1
is its unit element (d1 ⊗ 1 = d1 = 1 ⊗ d1), and 0 is its absorbing element
(d1 ⊗ 0 = 0 = 0⊗ d1);

– ⊗ is distributive over additive operator (d1⊗(d2⊕d3) = (d1⊗d2)⊕(d1⊗d3));
– ≤T is a partial order over the set D, which enables comparing different ele-

ments of the semiring, the partial order is defined using the additive operator
d1 ≤T d2 (d2 is better than d1) iff d1 ⊕ d2 = d2 (idempotence).

For a security metric, we need to determine the domain of values D and two
operators ⊕ and ⊗ that are further used for the analysis of an attack graph. An
example may be shortest attacks path metric and c-semiring with ⊕ equals min,
⊗ equals summation, and the domain D is the set of natural numbers N. Other
c-semirings may be defined for other metrics.

3 Using XML Credential to Represent and Reason on

Attacks

We use XML credentials to store the information about basic attacks. Basic
attacks are used to compute composite attacks sequences. Composite attacks
are also represented by XML credentials and are used when necessary. XML
credentials allow us to use slightly modified algorithm for dealing with trust
relationships for access control systems [11,5] to deal with attack graph. Thus,
we use two kinds of credential: one for modelling a basic attack b, and another
one for modelling a composed attack c, where an attacker is A.

In case of a basic attack, a is a sequence which contains only a single attack,
R is the minimal resources necessary to perform the attack, G is the set of gained
resources and w is the cost of the attack:

A.b(a,R,G,w) (4)

In case of a composite attack, S is a sequence of attacks, R represents the
initial set of resources, F is the final set of resources and W the cost of the attack
sequence S.

A.c(S,R, F,W ) (5)

Instantiations of Equations 1, 2, 3 for XML credentials are the following.

A.b(a,R,G,w) R ⊆ X

A.c(a,X,X ∪G,w)
(6)

A.c(S1, R1, F1,W1) A.c(S2, R2, F2,W2) R2 ⊆ F1

A.c(S1S2, R1, F2,W1 ⊗W2)
(7)
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A.c(S1, R, F,W1) A.c(S2, R, F,W2)

A.c(S1 � S2, R, F,W1 ⊕W2)
(8)

where S1S2 is a concatenation of attack sequences,� corresponds to the selection
of sequence with the better cost. Now we can adopt algorithm [5] to the analysis
of attack graphs since the rules are similar to rules [5,11] for reasoning on trust.

4 Related Work

The attacker model we use in the paper could be seen as an attack graph
[1,13,12,6]. E.g., in [1] a (constrained) graph model based on resource acqui-
sition by the attacker has been developed, the model considers the local knowl-
edge of the attacker stored in nodes during the attack-path analysis (also for the
selection of countermeasures).

Different security metrics are used for analysis of attack graphs: probability
of successful attack [15], minimal cost of attack [14], minimal cost of reduction
[16], shortest path [13]. Some of these metrics could be seen as specific instance
of semirings, thus also suitable for the analysis with out approach. On the other
hand, our approach is parametric and can also use other metrics for the analysis.

Krautsevich et al., [7] formally modelled and defined several security metrics
which measure security system out of the context. The metrics were analysed in
order to check if some of them provide the same evaluation. The next step in
this study was establishing relations between these metrics and risk [8]. Every
metric study was considered separately, when our current work is more generic.

To our knowledge, there are several attempts of applying semirings in secu-
rity area [2,3]. The authors used semirings for the analysis of integrity policies,
cryptographic protocols, and computation of trust levels through trust chains.
Krautsevich et al., [9] applied semirings to analysis of security of process-like
structures for describing web services. In this work, we provide a wider range of
application of semirings for security analysis.

5 Conclusion

We used XML credentials to describe basic attacks and proposed inference rules
for composition and selection of the attacks. C-semiring allows us to make the
method independent of what security metric is selected for the evaluation. Fi-
nally, we worked towards an adoption of existed algorithm for reasoning on
transitive trust to the analysis of parametric attacks graphs.

As a future work, we would like, first, to introduce modified algorithm for
the analysis of attack graphs. Second, we would like to extend our approach for
other models of attack graphs, e.g., privileges graph. Moreover, we would like
to implement our method as a software prototype and perform an analysis the
properties of the method, e.g, performance. For the implementation, we plan to
minimally modify the code of algorithm for evaluation of RTML credentials with
semirings developed in [5].
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Abstract. Distributed systems are often safety- and security-critical
systems and have strong qualitative and quantitative formal require-
ments, equally important time-critical performance-based quality of ser-
vice properties, and need to dynamically adapt to changes in a poten-
tially hostile and often probabilistic environment. These aspects make
distributed systems complex and hard to design, build, test, and verify.
To tackle this challenge, we propose a formal pattern-based approach and
framework for the design of correct-, secure-, and safe-by-construction
distributed systems.

Key words: formal patterns, meta-object pattern, statistical model
checking, rewriting logic, distributed systems, cloud computing

1 Introduction

On June 20, 2011, the Cloud-based file storage service Dropbox reported that
“Yesterday we made a code update at 1:54pm Pacific time that introduced a bug
affecting our authentication mechanism. We discovered this at 5:41pm and a fix
was live at 5:46pm.” [4]. During these nearly four hours, the broken authentica-
tion mechanism granted access to possibly private data stored on some accounts
using any chosen password. Issues like this are not the exception which is also
reflected by the list of the top 10 obstacles for the adoption and growth of Cloud
Computing [5]; with data confidentiality and auditability, availability of service,
and bugs in large distributed systems being obstacles on this list. In fact, dis-
tributed systems (i) are safety- and security-critical systems which have strong
qualitative and quantitative formal requirements, (ii) have equally important
time-critical performance-based quality of service properties (e.g., availability),
and (iii) need to dynamically adapt to changes in a potentially hostile (e.g.,
distributed denial of service attacks) and often probabilistic environment they
operate in. These aspects make distributed systems complex and hard to design,
build, test, and verify.

Modular approaches tackle the aforementioned complexity in the early stages
of system design and analysis. These approaches include design patterns, which
are general, reusable solutions to commonly occurring software problems and

� This work has been partially sponsored by the Software Engineering Elite Graduate
Program and the EU-funded project FP7-256980 NESSoS.
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have been successfully used in different domains including object-oriented soft-
ware design [10], service-oriented computing [12,9] and security [16]; they clearly
define the programming context, the problem, and the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the design solution (see e.g., [10,16]).

In addition to “normal” design patterns, formal patterns are reusable solu-
tions that are formally specified with precise semantic requirements and come
with strong formal guarantees. Distributed systems can be specified as compo-
sitions of instances of such formal patterns.

Research Goals and Contributions. The main goal of the proposed research is
to contribute a formal pattern-based approach and framework for the design of
correct-, secure-, and safe-by-construction distributed systems, aided by a rich
tool environment. The approach is based on the ideas of (i) developing executable
formal models of distributed system designs, (ii) making these designs modu-
lar based on highly reusable formal patterns, and (iii) formally analyzing such
models to verify qualitative (e.g., invariants) and quantitative (e.g., expected
throughput) properties. This approach distinguishes itself by using executable
formal pattern-based system specifications and statistical model checking, which
allows the verification of larger system instances than with conventional model
checking techniques (state explosion).

Rewriting logic and Maude. In order to specify executable formal patterns, an
appropriate semantic framework is needed. We chose rewriting logic [13], a sim-
ple, yet powerful, computational logic and a general formalism that is a natural
model of computation and an expressive semantic framework for concurrency,
parallelism, communication, interaction, and object-orientation. It is capable of
logical and distributed object reflection and, through its probabilistic [2] and
real-time extensions [15], of modeling real-time, stochastic, and hybrid systems.

Maude [7] is a high-performance implementation of rewriting logic capable of
executing rewriting logic-based specifications. The key concept of Maude speci-
fications is that of a module. Object-oriented modules define objects, their state,
and messages; where objects communicate via asynchronous or synchronous
message passing. Distributed systems are modelled by object-oriented modules,
where the state of such a system is a multiset or “soup” of objects and mes-
sages, called a configuration. A parameterized module M [X :: P ] has a formal
parameter X satisfying a parameter theory P ; M can be instantiated by another
module Q via a theory interpretation V : P −→ Q, called a view, with the usual
pushout semantics (see [7]). We denote the resulting module by M [V ] or shorter
by M [Q] if V is clear from the context.

The Maude system has an extensive tool environment which, e.g., includes a
LTL model checker (see [7]) and the statistical model checker PVeStA [3]. The
Maude system and its tool environment are the foundation of our work.

Outline. This paper proceeds as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the concept of formal
patterns and gives the example of the general meta-object pattern. In Sect. 3 we
discuss our proposed approach for the design of correct-, secure-, and safe-by-
construction distributed systems in more detail. In Sects. 4 and 5, we respectively
discuss a research plan for future work and summarize our results.
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2 Formal Patterns

Formal patterns [8] enhance pattern descriptions with formal executable speci-
fications that can support the mathematical analysis of qualitative and quanti-
tative properties. Just as “normal patterns”, a formal pattern Pat is structured
in context, problem, solution, advantages and shortcomings (cf. e.g. [16,9]). In-
stead of using UML or Java we describe these patterns formally as a paramterized
module M [S] with a parameter theory S in Maude. The context of the pattern
typically includes a description of the assumptions of the parameter theory S.
Many of the advantages and shortcomings of the formal pattern can be gained
from formal analyses.

Two formal patterns Pat and Pat ′ can be composed by the pattern com-
position Pat + Pat ′. The problem statement and context of Pat + Pat ′ can be
systematically derived from those of Pat and Pat ′. As we will see, such a compo-
sition of patterns might combine advantages while cancelling out disadvantages.

Example: The Meta-Object Pattern. Many distributed systems need to function
in potentially hostile environments such as the Internet. Additionally, safety, real-
time and quality of service requirements need to be satisfied. Modularization is an
instrument that helps the designer or architect to cope with the high complexity
of such a system. The Meta-Object (MO) pattern provides an approach based
on modularization. It is defined as follows:

Context. A concurrent and distributed object-based system.
Problem. How can the communication behavior of one or several objects be

dynamically mediated/adapted/controlled for some specific purposes?
Solution. A meta-object is an object which dynamically mediates/adapts/

controls the communication behavior of one or several objects under it. In rewrit-
ing logic, a meta-object can be specified as an object with an inner configuration
that contains the object or objects that are controlled by the meta-object. Thus,
the parameterized module MO [X] introduces the meta-object constructor; the
parameter X specifies the controlled system.

Advantages and Shortcomings. MO defines a general control and wrapper
architecture; but may add communication indirection and the requirement for
language specific object visibility.

MO is a widely used pattern: The meta-object is sometimes called an onion-
skin meta-object [1] if the inner configuration contains a single object, which
itself could be wrapped inside another meta-object, and so on, like the skin
layers in an onion. More generally, the inner configuration may not only contain
several objects o1 . . . , om inside: it may also be the case that some of these oi are
themselves meta-objects that contain other objects, which may again be meta-
objects, and so on. That is, the more general reflective meta-object architectures
are so-called “Russian Dolls” architectures [14].

Figure 1 illustrates the idea of a hierarchical composition of meta-objects and
components according to the Russian Dolls model with boundary-crossing mes-
sages M,M ′, and M ′′. Messages addressed to the internal components C1 . . . CN

first need to cross the boundaries of the two outer meta-objects MO1 and MO′
2.
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Meta-Object MO1 (e.g., firewall)

Meta-Object MO2 (e.g., ASV)

C1 . . . CN

M

M ′

M ′′

Fig. 1. Example of a hierarchical composition of meta-objects and components
according to the Russian Dolls model with boundary-crossing messages.

Cloud

ASV Wrapper
ASV Wrapper

. . .

ASV Wrapper

Server Replicator Wrapper

REQn
REQ

ACK

REQ REQ

REQ

Client
Server1 ServerN

Fig. 2. Application of the ASV+SR meta-object composition on a Cloud-based
client-server request-response service.

The outermost meta-object MO1 may thereby be a firewall that forwards se-
lected messages to its inner configuration according to specific filter rules, and
the inner meta-object MO2 may be a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
defense mechanism like the ASV protocol [11].

3 Approach: Enhancing Safety and Security through
Formal Patterns

In [8], two additional formal patterns, the Server Replicator (SR) and the ASV
pattern, are introduced. In cases of high demand (e.g., a raising number of re-
quests or a DDoS attack), the SR pattern replicates instances of a parametric
server on demand while the ASV pattern represents a modularized specification
of the ASV protocol, which provides a defense mechanism against DDoS attacks
for a parametric client-server request-response system. Under DDoS attacks, the
goal is to provide stable availability, i.e., that with very high probability service
quality remains very close to a threshold, regardless of how bad the DDoS attack
can get. Quantitative analysis of the two patterns has shown that the ASV pat-
tern does not provide stable availability and that the SR pattern cannot provide
stable availability at a reasonable cost. However, for the composition of ASV
and SR, ASV +SR (see Fig. 2), it has been shown that stable availability at a
reasonable cost can be achieved.
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Based on this example, we propose a general approach for enhancing safety
and security of distributed systems through formal patterns:

1. Develop executable formal models of distributed systems in rewriting logic,
supported by the Maude system.

2. Make these specifications modular and adaptive using instances of formal
patterns. A catalog thereby provides highly reusable formal patterns such as
the Meta-Object, ASV, and SR patterns.

3. Formally analyze these models to verify qualitative and quantitative prop-
erties using the Maude tool environment (e.g., parallelized statistical model
checking supported by PVeSTA is able to analyze large system models).

4. Identify reusable formal patterns in the model and add their formal specifi-
cations to the pattern catalog.

4 Research Plan for Future Work

The main goal of the proposed research is to contribute a formal pattern-
based approach and framework for the design of correct-, secure-, and safe-by-
construction distributed systems, aided by a rich tool environment. We propose
three main areas of future research: (i) build a rich and comprehensive catalog
of formal patterns, (ii) identify security, safety, and other properties that are
preserved by pattern composition and proof their preservation, and (iii) improve
the existing tool support.

To build a rich and comprehensive catalog of formal patterns, existing pat-
terns that are not yet explicitly modelled as a formal pattern need to be identified
and formally specified.

In [6], it has been shown that the cookies protocol (a DDoS defense proto-
col), if wrapped around a system, preserves the safety properties of the wrapped
system. We conjecture that the same is true for the ASV and ASV +SR proto-
cols. In a first step, we want to prove that the ASV protocol also retains safety
properties of the wrapped client-server request-response system. In the future,
we want to identify such properties of other patterns and prove that they are
preserved when the pattern is applied to a system. Having property preserving
formal patterns improves their composability and reduces the formal verifica-
tion effort as specific properties are, by construction, preserved in the composed
model.

Furthermore, we propose to improve existing tool support in two main ar-
eas: (a) the robustness of existing tools and (b) code generation from executable
formal models. Since we want to build systems in which many participants are
communicating with each other and perform quantitative analyses on such sys-
tems, we need analysis and verification tools that scale with the size of these
systems. In particular, analysis tools such as the PVeStA [3] statistical model
checker, which drastically increases the scalability of statistical model checking
through parallelization, need to be improved in terms of fault tolerance. Finally,
to incorporate the proposed approach in an software engineering process, code
generation techniques are needed. Thereby, based on correct-, secure-, and safe-
by-construction specifications, correct-, secure-, and safe-by-construction imple-
mentations are generated.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the research goal of a formal pattern-based ap-
proach and framework for the design of correct-, secure-, and safe-by-construction
distributed systems, aided by a rich tool environment. We gave a description of
formal patterns, including the example of the Meta-Object pattern, and gave
references to existing work that shows that formal patterns can help deal with
security and safety issues and that formal analysis can help evaluate patterns
in various contexts. In particular, we gave a description of the general formal
pattern-based approach and concluded this paper with a summary of a research
plan for future work.
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Abstract. As the Future Internet arrives, more complex, service-based
applications are spreading. These applications pose several challenges,
including the huge amount of entities that must interact and their het-
erogeneity. The success of these applications depends on the collaboration
and communication of these entities, that might belong to different or-
ganizations and administrative domains. Therefore, trust and reputation
become two crucial issues. We propose the specification and design of a
service-based security architecture that stresses the delivery of trust and
reputation services to any application that might require them.

Supervisors: Carmen Fernandez-Gago and Javier Lopez

1 Introduction: Problem and Motivation

The context that frames this work is that of Service-Oriented Architectures,
which is described in Section 1.1. The problem that we mean to address and the
motivation are presented in Section 1.2.

1.1 A Brief Introduction to Service-Oriented Architectures

A rather complete definition of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is “the poli-
cies, practices, frameworks that enable application functionality to be provided
and consumed as sets of services published at a granularity relevant to the service
consumer. Services can be invoked, published and discovered, and are abstracted
away from the implementation using a single, standards-based form of interface”
[17]. In general, a service implements a limited and specific functionality, and
can be discovered and called by means of standard technologies.

SOA is also often understood as being an architectural style that defines sev-
eral components with their relations and constraints from which many different

� The research leading to these results have received funding from the European Com-
munity’s Seventh Framework Programme FP7/2007-2013 as part of the Network of
Excellence NESSoS (www.nessos-project.eu) under grant agreement number 256980.
The first author is funded by the Spanish Ministry of Education through the National
F.P.U. Program.
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architectures can be derived. However, architects of service-oriented systems of-
ten find conflicts when trying to reconcile the business goals, the non-functional
requirements, and some principles that are a consequence of the SOA approach,
such as standardization at multiple levels, loose coupling, reusability, compos-
ability, and discoverability [6].

A crucial component for many SOAs is the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).
An ESB is a complex piece of software that mediates between clients and ser-
vices, and among services. It is an information bus that connects and allows the
communication of heterogenous applications (e.g. Java Message Service (JMS)
applications and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) applications). It also
caters for other commonly needed services, such as security, protocol conversion
or exception handling.

1.2 Trust and Reputation in Service-Oriented Architectures for
Future Internet Applications

SOA systems have been traditionally secured at the endpoints. This means that a
service is hard-coded with security functions that realize security services. This
approach has several shortcomings. One of them is the business and security
coupling, which in turn makes manageability and interoperability more difficult.
Reusability is also undermined, since although the service might fulfil a business
goal interesting for the organization, the coupling with security would make it
useless for the organization if the security policy of the service does not match
that of the organization.

The Future Internet entails the arrival of new, complex service-based appli-
cations that span across multiple boundaries and administrative domains. This
calls for trust and reputation services that assure the trustworthiness of the en-
tities that take part of such heterogenous communications and collaborations,
and which aid the decision-making processes. Examples of applications are those
described in NESSoS [2]. These applications require the interaction of multiple
entities and the management of personal and private information, therefore they
are security-critical.

Trust and reputation services might assist traditional security services, such
as encryption and authorization. The latter mechanisms can provide a trusted
environment, where communication between service providers and clients is pro-
tected, and where access to business assets is limited. These mechanisms, if well
leveraged, might provide certain degree of trust between clients and customers
in general. However, the notions of trust and reputation focus on specific rela-
tionships between a given provider and a client, taking into account both local
information (e.g. interaction records), and external information (e.g. recommen-
dations from other clients or providers). Thus, traditional security mechanisms
should provide the basis, the trusted medium onto which to build trust and
reputation solutions.

Although there are some proposals towards the delivery of security as ser-
vices, to the best of our knowledge none of them cope with trust and repu-
tation services. Hafner et al. [10] propose an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)-
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based message-oriented Security as a Service architecture. Aurel [4] proposes
SOSA (Service-Oriented Security Architecture), a security architecture for dis-
tributed web applications that mediates between a service requester and a service
provider. WS-* security standards, such as WS-Security, WS-Trust, WS-Policy
or WS-SecureConversation deal with confidentiality, integrity, non-repudation,
and policy specification.

2 Aim: Trust and Reputation as a Service

As we mentioned in Section 1.2, the arrival of Future Internet demands trust
and reputation solutions. In the complex, heterogeneous scenarios that arise in
this context, trust mechanims must be leveraged since they play a crucial role
in decision-making processes.

Trust is a complex concept for which a clear, standard definition has not been
provided yet. A possible definition is the level of confidence that an entity of a
system places on another entity of the same system for performing a given task.
Thus, two features of trust are uncertainty and subjectivity. Reputation, on the
other hand, is a more objective concept, and is based on information about or
observations of the past behaviour of an entity. Both concepts are very related,
and in fact, reputation can be used as a means to determine whether an entity
can trust another entity [12].

Our aim is the specification and design of a functional, reusable service-
based security architecture that emphasizes the delivery of trust and reputation
services.

A key feature of this architecture must be its reusability, since it should serve
as a framework for building multiple applications that require trust and reputa-
tion services, as it is the case of Future Internet applications. It is also important
to note that we intend to analyze the relationship between trust, reputation, and
other security services. The architecture might therefore deliver those security
services that have an influence on the overall trust of any application.

In the literature there are important contributions in the field of trust and
reputation that might assist our work.

Kiefhaber et al. [16] propose the Trust-Enabling Middleware, which provides
generic funtionality for applications running on top of it that need to save,
interpret, and query trust related information. However, the authors are oblivious
of other security mechanisms that might have an important impact on the overall
trust of the system.

It is also important for a reusable architecture to offer flexible mechanisms
to accommodate or compose different trust models according to the needs of
the application. In this direction, Huynh [7] proposed his Personalized Trust
Framework (PTF), a rule-based system that makes use of semantic technologies
for, given a domain, to apply the most suitable trust model. In a similar direction,
Suryanarayana et al. [18] present PACE (Practical Architectural approach for
Composing Egocentric trust), an architectural style for composing different trust
models into the architecture of a decentralized peer in a P2P architecture.
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3 Research Methodology

The methodology that we intend to follow to conduct the research consists of
the following phases:

1. Exploratory phase: during this phase, a wide research will be done in order
to gain a solid knowledge about the process and tools for architecting a
service-oriented architecture.

2. Construction phase: the specification and design of the architecture will be
done during this phase. In order to accomplish these tasks, we will accommo-
date the output of the previous phase, which provides us with a set of tools,
methods and processes that currently exist to architect service-oriented so-
lutions. This output could contain as well some found gaps that we will need
to bridge during this phase.

3. Validation phase: NESSoS scenarios represent some of the most important
Future Internet applications. Thus, the architecture will be validated for,
at least, one of these scenarios, which are within the scope of e-Health or
Smartgrids.

At the moment, we are at the exploratory phase, where we are surveying
existing approaches towards the building of a service-based security architecture.
Some of our findings are briefly described in the next section.

3.1 Processes and Tools for Architecting SOA Solutions

In general, the process for building any architecture is iterative and consists
of several steps [9]. The first step is requirements elicitation, where the func-
tional and non-functional requirements are identified and documented from the
scenarios and the stakeholders. Next it is important to identify those require-
ments that drive the architecture building, namely the quality attributes (e.g.
security, modifiability or performance) and constraints (e.g. reusability of legacy
systems). These architectural requirements are prioritized. Trade-offs analysis
might be required since requirements are often in conflict between each other.
After choosing the set of architectural requirements, the architecture design takes
place, when choosing a set of interrelated design patterns can help the architect.
Finally, the architecture is validated. This validation consists of using scenarios
to check by hand how the architecture responds to different stimulus. Another
validation technique is early prototyping. In either ways, if a flaw is discovered,
all the previous phases should be revised, leading to another iteration.

This generic process is also applicable to the case of SOA. Yet there are
some more specific SOA-oriented processes, as the Rational Unified Process for
Service-Oriented Modeling and Architecture (RUP SOMA) proposed by IBM
[20], the Service-Oriented Modeling Framework, proposed by Michael Bell [5],
and the SOA/TOGAF standard by The Open Group [3]. We will survey these
processes to find one that better adapts to our needs.

The modeling of a service-oriented architecture requires designing many as-
pects, ranging from the business activities to the non service-oriented, existing
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assets. However, the most interesting for us is the service model, where both
the atomic and composite services are defined in terms of their specifications,
interfaces, inputs, outputs, and collaborations. As with traditional object or
component-based applications, services can be graphically modeled with the
Unified Modelling Language (UML). Several UML profiles exist in the litera-
ture that allow modeling service-oriented architectures, such as UML4SOA [13]
from the SENSORIA project [1], UPSS (UML Profile for Software Services) [11]
adopted by IBM, and OMG’s Service oriented architecture Modeling Language
(SoaML) [15].

For the implementation and deployment of services, there are several alter-
natives. One of them is Apache Tuscany [19], which provides a service-oriented
architecture infrastructure to develop and run applications in a service-oriented
approach. It implements the Service Component Architecture (SCA), an assem-
bly model developed by major vendors for composing heterogenous applications.
EclipseSOA [8] is another interesting alternative, since it provides a runtime and
tool integration platform that assists in all the required steps for the develop-
ment of a SOA solution. Regarding the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), there exist
several open source ESB implementations, such as Mule [14].

As in the case of the processes, we will research on these tools in order to
choose the one that better fulfils our needs.

4 Conclusions

New Future Internet applications will need support from trust and reputation
services for their successful adoption. Whereas traditional security requirements
have been provided by architecture middlewares and frameworks, trust and rep-
utation have often been laid aside.

On the other hand, the service-oriented paradigm provides many advantages,
including its focus on reusability. We propose the building of a service-oriented
architecture, capable of delivering security services in general, and emphasizing
the delivery of trust and reputation services in particular. This architecture must
be flexible and reusable, constituting a framework that can be used by different
applications that might require their services.

The main contributions that we expect to do in the field of Engineering Secure
Software and Systems are in different levels. At a process level, we will research on
the high-level development processes for building service-oriented solutions. At
the architectural level, a research will be conducted regarding the modeling issues
for service-based architectures. At a security level, the relationships between
security services will be analyzed and made explicit, which in turn might help
us to gain a better understanding of how trust is related to more traditional
security services. Finally, from an overall perspective, we believe that the process
of building a service-based security solution bridges a gap between the service
engineering and security research communities.
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Abstract. The protection of medical records is understood to be an
issue related to privacy and therefore closely bound to the patient her-
/himself, playing a crucial role in networked electronic health-care. Award-
ing users to have control over personal data stored and processed by
information systems is important as it allows a user to communicate in-
dividual privacy concerns. Still, users self-maintaining controls of access
to their personal data poses challenges regarding its implementation. A
major issue is that users are typically non-security experts and have
only limited knowledge of the context domain. Regarding our use-case
patients may not be fully familiar with all activities related to informa-
tion processing e.g., during a medical treatment, therefore not able to
properly decide on privacy and authorization measures. In our work we
discuss the development of access control authoring tools to allow non-
expert users to create, analyse and adjust personal privacy policies. We
propose the integration of domain aspects into the development process
of such tools. With extended knowledge about the domain the creation
of policy rules can be bound to high-level activity descriptions and policy
analysis can be performed in a domain-aware manner.

1 Motivation

Modern information systems are able to store, retrieve an process vast amounts of
data. Further extended by networking capabilities and driven by the increased
personal use of information technology a wide range of data can be collected
and combined to form new processable content. The collection of data can be
critical without means of regulating access to it when requests for provisioning or
processing are made. With respect to the actual use-case, data can be considered
as e.g., confidential according to its content or sensitive in terms of identifying
individual persons.

In a common use-case scenario a person responsible for security matters, like
an administrator, defines access control policies which constitute appropriate
security measures for all protected resources. In the case of person-identifying
information, such policies do not necessarily reflect the conception of the identi-
fied individual on how to access-protect these information. By declaring privacy
as a right about information self-determination, e.g., within the European Data
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Protection Directive1 an individual user is awarded a distinguished role within
privacy management processes. This can be interpreted as the required ability
of a user to influence the definition of enforceable access control policies which
constitute data privacy related to the user’s personal conception.

1.1 Use-case: Patient-centric Electronic Health-care

We consider a use-case from the Austrian e-Health initiative which started in
2006 as a governmental workgroup. A central goal of this initiative is the es-
tablishment of a distributed shared electronic health-record for all citizens of
Austria. It has been shown that a holistic medical history of a patient improves
the health-care infrastructure from an economical perspective as well as from
a viewpoint of effectiveness regarding medical treatments. Still, because of the
high degree of sensitivity which is observed in most medical data, privacy is a
concern of utmost importance to be tackled. In the context of this initiative we
want to contribute methods with a strong focus on patient-centricity by estab-
lishing personal control over privacy-relevant health data.

2 Problem statement

A general problem question can be raised as follows: How can a user, considered
a non-security and non-domain expert, be supported during the declaration of
access control policies in a way that she/he is aware about consequences to certain
evaluation criteria, first and foremost personal privacy and e.g., the effectiveness
of the information system. Two potential user actions can be derived from this
problem question. First, a user has to be provided with tools to create access
control policies and second a currently active policy has to be visualized in a way
that the user can understand how it influences the information flow of the system.
Visualizing active policies is especially important to allow a user to reconsider
the policies’ appropriateness. Therefore a user is able to adjust a policy in a way
so that it fits her/his personal conception of access control.

3 Contributions

We contribute a framework using domain characteristics to develop user inter-
faces for access control policy authoring. Further this framework includes a policy
analysis component capable of providing users with feedback during their actions
within the policy authoring process. A central step to be performed is therefore
the modeling of domain entities and their relationships as well as the annota-
tion of the domain model with attributes from the access control domain. In
the context of our use-case we identify e.g., a medical practitioner or pharmacist
as subjects of access control, whereas medical records or referrals are considered

1see Directive 95/46/EC, http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/

law/index_en.htm
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resources to be protected by access control. A basic API to work with domain
entities and access control policy elements can be generated from that model.

Based on this model we designed a generic authoring process [10] that leads
to the creation of access control policies. This process allows for policy creation
and adaptation, which can be triggered by the user.

In this work we want to emphasize two research directions in order to reach
our objective of providing a non-expert user with access control authoring tools
to establish privacy policies. These are described in the following sections.

3.1 Scenario-based Access Control Policy Authoring

John Carroll [3] coined the term scenarios as stories about people and their
activities, e.g., related to the tasks of their work. We propose scenario-based
authoring as a method to create and further visualize access control policies in
a usable way. This is important as users typically lack of knowledge about the
underlying access control concepts and therefore have to be supported during
the authoring process [12, 2].

The first step of our approach regards the elicitation of typical working activ-
ities of the domain. Only working activities which involve information processing
in an arbitrary way are considered as they can be related to access control. In
our context we tackled this step by performing a case-study about stakeholders
and some of their activities in the domain of electronic health records in Austria
[9]. Next the selected working activities have to be translated to our template
language. A template consists of the attributes identifying and describing the
working activity in natural language and further a set of access control rules
which are written to the user policy once a template instance is executed. User
control is established via user interface form input fields which represent domain
and environment information (e.g. time, date, location or cardinalities) and are
bound to variables used within the policy rules of the template. Fig. 1 shows
a basic scenario from our electronic health-care use-case, namely, the selection
of a family practitioner performed by a citizen stakeholder. In this example two
inputs are provided, the name of the family practitioner and whether all doc-
uments (i.e. also all future ones) shall be accessible or only the ones currently
stored about a patient. By executing a template instance one permit-rule is
created allowing the selected practitioner (i.e. the subject of the access control
target) to access patient health records. Similarly a query can be formed to vi-
sualize a selected family practitioner to the user by asking who is permitted to
read all documents.

The template language including access control rules and queries are cur-
rently developed and described in a formal way. With this work we target the
field of usable security.

3.2 Domain-based Access Control Policy Analysis

We see two situations where a user may be encouraged to reconsider her/his
access control settings and to adjust them if necessary. First, if the representation
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Fig. 1. Scenario-based policy authoring leading to privacy policies and visualization.

of currently active settings can be provided in a readable way the user is able to
detect differences between these settings and her/his intended settings. Therefore
we propose to use scenario-based policy templates (see Section 3.1) to increase
understandability of a user policy.

Besides a user adjusting her/his policy based on a manual interpretation,
policies may also carry conflicts or influence arbitrary system properties and
the user in a negative way. Therefore we identify a second situation for adjust-
ing a policy, namely triggered by feedback of a performed policy analysis. In
general policy analysis is extensively discussed in literature (see e.g., [7, 8, 1]),
but mainly based on conflict detection regarding the interplay of different policy
rules. Work, as e.g., done by Michael LeMay [6] and Katie Fisler [4] consider a
policy model together with the domain where policies are deployed on. Based
on these works we propose the definition of high-level evaluation criteria which
interact. These criteria can be attached to the policy authoring activity leading
to a balancing act during access control configuration in order to satisfy best all
evaluation criteria. In our previous work [9] we considered privacy and informa-
tion system effectiveness as evaluation criteria to be balanced. There, based on
a domain model and models for each evaluation criteria, domain-aware analysis
rules integrating all evaluation aspects can be generated.

For our use-case we defined a trivial privacy model consisting of permissions
and restrictions and an information system effectiveness model. This effective-
ness model consists of personal relationships between subjects and needs-to-know
relations between subjects and protected resources (see Fig. 2). Regarding pri-
vacy the lack of a permission can be interpreted as increased privacy. On the
other hand the absence of one or both the personal relationship or the needs-
to-know relation decreases the need of the information system to be effective
towards these attributes. E.g. a family practitioner earns an associated personal
relationship connecting her/him to the patient, further needs-to-know relations
to all patient’s data are established. Now, a patient restricting this practitioner
from reading any data would obviously contribute to the her/his privacy, still
the health-care information system would not effectively operate anymore. An
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effectiveness warning with detailed information about its reasons is provided to
the user, which in turn may react on it by adjusting her/his settings.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation criteria privay and effectiveness applied to core policy entities and
used for domain-aware policy analysis.

4 Research Plan

In an ongoing project with our industry partner ITH-icoserve for healthcare
technology, a subsidiary company of Siemens and a local hospital provider, we
are developing an access control policy authoring application based on a secured
IHE-based infrastructure 2 for shared patient health-records.

Currently we have considered access control enforcement based on IHE XDS2

and auxiliary profiles [5, 10], for which our industry partner is an implementer
and tested for conformity and interoperability. Further a prototypical author-
ing portal application was developed [9]. In order to let the policy authoring
reflect the actual domain, we employ a model-driven process which generates a
policy API based on a domain and access control model [11]. Our approach for
domain-aware policy analysis, which is based on balancing of evaluation criteria
will also build upon the policy API. Evaluation criteria we currently consider
is the correlation between permitted or restricted access, personal relationships
between stakeholders and the importance to have certain data available to spe-
cific stakeholders. In future work we also want to study other criteria, e.g., the
purpose-relatedness of permitted data accesses.

2see IHE IT-Infrastructure Technical Framework, http://www.ihe.net/

Technical_Framework/index.cfm#IT
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Generally we apply methods from design science to develop the aforemen-
tioned artifacts for patient-controlled access control. Usable methods for au-
thoring and analysis of policies are our main focus. Further we will perform
additional case studies to justify the application of these approaches within our
use-case. As human interaction with the authoring application is a central part
of this work, therefore we will also conduct a usability study to evaluate the use-
fulness of working scenarios and templates to maintain access control policies.
A fully features authoring portal application is planned to be integrated into a
health information system built by our industry partner and deployed to our
regional health-care infrastructure. This will consist of templates for adapting
authorization policies as well as policy analysis to inform a citizen about the
consequences of certain access control settings. Finally the deployed system has
to be evaluated regarding its performance and user acceptance.
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Abstract. Privacy-related issues are becoming a serious concern among
users of social networks. There are at least three reasons that justify this
growing concern: social networking privacy policies are hardly trivial;
they live in a constant state of flux; and they are only informally and
partially described by the social networking sites.
To improve this current state of affairs, we propose SecureUML as a
formal language to model social networking privacy, and we set ourselves
the goal of modeling, as a case study, Facebook privacy policy. Based on
our formal model, we envision a new generation of tools that will provide
Facebook users with more information about the privacy of their posts
and about the associated privacy-related risks.

1 Motivation

Many people in our society rightly consider themselves as “internet natives”:
when they need information, they naturally open a browser and search for it;
when they want to share information, they naturally post it on a social network.
A few figures about Facebook, the leader among social networking sites, exem-
plify our point: Facebook has more than 800 million users, of which, about 50%
log on to their accounts every day; more to the point, Facebook users upload,
on average, 250 million photos per day [5].

Not surprisingly, privacy-related issues are a growing concern among users
of social networking sites [7, 1, 14, 15] and, consequently, among their develop-
ers. Last November, Facebook’s founder and CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, wrote in
his blog [16] “I also understand that many people are just naturally skeptical
of what it means for hundreds of millions of people to share so much personal
information online, especially using any one service. Even if our record on pri-
vacy were perfect, I think many people would still rightfully question how their
information was protected.” Then, recognizing an increasing criticism over Face-
book privacy policy, Zuckerberg announced: “we’re making a clear and formal
long-term commitment to do the things we’ve always tried to do and planned to
keeping doing —giving you tools to control who can see your information and
then making sure only those people you intend can see it.”

To Facebook’s credit, over the past 2 years, its users have been equipped
with new tools and resources which are designed to give them more control over

� This work has been partially supported by the EU-NoE project NESSoS, 256980.
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their Facebook experience, including: an easier way to select your audience when
making a new post; inline privacy control on all your existing posts; the ability
to review tags made by others before they appear on your profile; a tool to view
your profile as someone else would see it; many more privacy education resources.

Despite all these efforts, many users are still concerned about how to main-
tain their privacy or —in Zuckerberg’s words— “rightfully questions how their
information was protected”. There are at least three reasons for this:

– The Facebook privacy policy is hardly trivial to understand: for example,
when tagging policies and privacy settings conflict to each other.

– The Facebook privacy policy has been in a constant state of flux over the
past few years [12], and it is prompted to change again in the near future.

– The Facebook privacy policy is only informally and partially described in a
collection of “privacy education resources”, which cannot provide a coherent
and complete account of the policy.

As a consequence, even advanced Facebook users may find difficult to under-
stand, for example, the actual visibility of a post. To illustrate our point, recall
the tagging policy explained in [6]:

“When I tag someone in a photo or post, who can see it? When you tag
someone, it may be visible to: 1. The audience you selected for your post.
2. Friends of the person you tagged (if the audience is set to “Friends”
or more). (...) When someone adds a tag to a photo or post I shared,
who can see it? When someone adds a tag to something you shared, it’s
visible to: 1. The audience you chose for the post or photo. 2. The person
tagged in the post, and their friends (if the audience is set to “Friends”
or more).”

Now, suppose that Bob, Alice, Ted, and Peter have Facebook profiles: Bob is
friend of Alice and Ted; Ted is friend of Peter; Ted is not a friend of Alice; and
Peter is not friend of Alice or Bob. Assume also that Alice has set to “Friends”
the default audience for posts of friends in her wall. Consider the following
scenarios:

Scenario #1 Alice posts a photo of herself, Bob and Ted in her wall, and set
its audience to “Friends”. Then, Bob tags Ted in this photo. Question: Can
Peter see this photo in Alice’s wall? (The answer is Yes.).

Scenario #2 Bob posts a photo of himself, Ted and Alice in Alice’s wall. Then,
Bob tags Ted in this photo Question: Can Peter see this photo in Alice’s
wall? (The answer is No. Why?).

2 Research Project

Objectives. We set ourselves two goals: first, to provide a formal account of
the Facebook privacy policy (as complete as possible); and second, to design
methods (based on this formal account) for reasoning about sharing and privacy
in Facebook.
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Potential impact. We envision at least three new Facebook privacy tools that can
use our results as a solid, rigorous foundation: first, a tool for checking whether
a person can see a post (currently, this tool is only available for the owner of
the wall where the post is posted, but not for the creator of the post); second,
a tool for assessing the risk of a post becoming visible for a person; and third,
a tool for assessing the impact, on the visibility of a post, of a default privacy
policy change. We also expect our methodology to be applicable to other social
networking site, like Google+, opening the path for a formal comparison between
privacy policies of different social networking sites.

Context. This project is being conducted at IMDEA Software (http://software.
imdea.org) Modeling Lab, under the co-supervision of Manuel Clavel and Ma-
rina Egea. Manuel Clavel is Associate Researcher at IMDEA Software and Pro-
fessor at Universidad Complutense de Madrid. Dr. Marina Egea is Consultant &
Research Project Manager at Atos S.A., Spain. We are developing this research
within the European Network of Excellence for Engineering Secure Software and
Systems.

Methodology. As discussed in [13], when modeling social networking privacy it is
crucial to use a language able to formalize fine-grained access control policies: in
other words, a role-based access control language, as proposed in [9], will only do
part of the job. There are differents options for this, but not so many when having
a formal semantics becomes a hard requirement. For example, XACML [10],
which can be considered the standard choice for describing privacy policies,
lacks of a formal semantics.

To provide a formal account of the Facebook privacy policy, we use Se-
cureUML [3]. SecureUML is a formal language for modeling role-based access
control. It provides a rich language for expressing both static and dynamic access
control policies, the latter being policies that depend on the run-time satisfaction
of authorization constraints. Based on our preliminary results, we believe that
SecureUML is up for the task we have set to ourselves for the following reasons:

1. Facebook ultimately decides about the visibility of a post based on the set-
tings chosen by the owner of the wall and on the relationships (if any) that
link the visitor of the wall, the owner of the wall, the creator of the post, and
the creators and targets of the tags (if any) added to the post. Interestingly,
when only real users are considered (i.e., no Facebook-enhanced games, ap-
plications, websites, or advertisers) the purpose of the visitor (and, similarly,
for the creator of the post or of the tags) play no role in Facebook decisions;
neither assigns the Facebook privacy policy any obligation to the visitor.

2. Facebook’s profiles, walls, posts, photos, tags, and so on, can be naturally
modeled in SecureUML as entities, with the expected relationships between
them: the owner of a wall, the creator of a post, the wall where a post is
posted, the post where a tag is added, and so on. In particular, privacy
settings can be modeled as attributes of the entities ‘profile’ and ‘post’ while
the relationship of friendship can be modeled as a self-association of the
entity ‘profile’.
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3. Facebook’s policy constraints (like ‘a user can read a post if he or she is
a friend of the owner of the wall where the post is posted’) are naturally
modeled in SecureUML using OCL [11]. OCL is a strongly typed, declarative
language, specifically designed for querying scenarios consisting of entities
(with attributes) and associations between them. In particular, using OCL,
we can (the list is by no means exhaustive):
– refer to the value, in a data element, of any of the attributes specified in

the data model.
– refer to all the data elements which are linked to a data element through

any of the associations specified in the data model.
– perform standard operations on booleans (negation, conjunction, dis-

junction, implication, etc.).
– perform equalities/inequalites between (collection of) data elements of

the same type.
– perform standard operations on collections (union, intersection, empti-

ness, inclusion, exclusion, insertion, deletion, etc.).

Fig. 1. Data model for Facebook posts and tags (partial).

To illustrate our methodology, we show in Figure 1 a basic data model that
(partially) represents Facebook posts and tags. Using the entities, attributes,
and associations contained in this data model, we show in Figure 2 how the
following clauses —about when a visitor (@caller) can read a post (@post)— are
formalized in OCL:

– anybody can read any post that is posted in his or her wall, independently
of its creator.

– anybody can read any post that is posted in a wall when he or she is a friend
of the owner of the wall and the audience selected is ‘Friends’.
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@caller=@post.posted.profile
or (@post.audience=’Friends’ and @post.posted.profile.friends−>includes(@caller))
or (@post.posted.profile.blocks−>excludes(@caller) and

(@post.audience=’Public’
or @post.tags.profiling−>includes(@caller)
or (@post.audience= ’Friends’ and @post.creator=@post.posted.profile

and @post.tags.profiling.friends−>includes(@caller))
)) or ...

Fig. 2. Authorization constraints for reading a Facebook post (partial).

– anybody can ready any post that is posted in a wall when the audience
selected is ‘Public’, unless he or she is blocked by the owner of the wall.

– anybody can read any post that is posted in a wall when he or she is tagged in
this post, independently of the audience selected, unless he or she is blocked
by the owner of the wall.

– anybody can read any post that is posted in a wall, when the audience
selected is ‘Friends’, he or she is a friend of somebody tagged on the post,
he or she is not blocked by the owner of the wall, and the owner of the post
happens to be the creator of the post.

On the other hand, with respect to our second goal (namely, reasoning),
SecureUML has a well-defined semantics that supports the formal analysis of its
models. In particular, for a certain type of analysis, we can automatically analyze
SecureUML models using the metamodel-based approach described in [2]. For
more general analysis, we can use theorem-proving tools (including SMT solvers),
thanks to the mapping from OCL to first-order logic introduced in [4].

3 Research Plan

Our first task is to gather as much information as possible about the Facebook
privacy policy. We would like to assume that the information available at [6]
is correct and complete. Unfortunately, our initial results show that this is not
always the case. Our second task is then to design “experiments” on precooked
Facebook scenarios for testing that our understanding of the Facebook privacy
policy corresponds to reality. Eventually, these “experiments” should also help us
to monitor and report changes in the Facebook privacy policy. We will also look
very closely at the results of the thorough and detailed audit [8] of Facebook’s
practices and policies by the Office of the Irish Data Protection Commissioner.

According to the gathered information, we will decide how to proceed. We
envision separated tasks for modeling each of the basic actions on Facebook:
select audience, switch reviews on/off, read a post, write a post, remove a post,
add a tag, remove a tag, approve a tag, add a friend, remove a friend, block a
user, and so on. For each of these actions, we plan to model also their pre- and
post-conditions using OCL. We are aware that we may have to exclude from our
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project the privacy policies that apply to advertisers and/or so-called Facebook-
enhanced games, applications, and websites, unless we obtain this information
directly from the company. Finally, we plan to design methods (based on the
different types of analysis for SecureUML models that we mentioned before) for
reasoning about sharing and privacy in Facebook (e.g., audience evaluation, risk
and change impact assessment), although the actual implementation of these
methods may have to be carried out in other research projects.
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Abstract. Aligning an ICT system with a security standard is a chal-
lenging task, because of the sparse support for development and docu-
mentation that these standards provide.
We create patterns for the elements of trustworthiness: security, risk
management, privacy, and law. The instantiations of these patterns are
used to support the development and documentation of ICT systems
according to security standards. In addition, we define relations between
security standards and security requirements engineering approaches.

Key words: security standards, requirements engineering, security, pat-
terns

1 Motivation and Background

Security is a system property of ICT systems [1, 2] and an acceptable security
level has to be achieved for the entire system. Security standards exist that
provide relevant methods for achieving this goal. However, aligning ICT systems
with security standards is difficult, because the standards provide only sparse
support for system development and documentation. For example, assembling
an information security management system (ISMS) according to the ISO 27001
requires a scope and boundaries description among its initial steps. The required
input is to consider “characteristics of the business, the organization, its location,
assets and technology”[3, p. 4].

Security requirements engineering (SRE) methods, on the other hand, pro-
vide structured elicitation and analysis of security requirements. This structured
elicitation and analysis of security requirements of SRE methods is useful for nu-
merous security engineering contexts. Therefore, we propose to use SRE methods
to support security engineers in the development and documentation of trust-
worthy ICT systems that are compliant to security standards.

This thesis is inspired by the work of Gamma et. al [4], which manages com-
prehensible to describe design problems and solutions in a fairly easy way. We

� This research was partially supported by the EU project Network of Excellence on
Engineering Secure Future Internet Software Services and Systems (NESSoS, ICT-
2009.1.4 Trustworthy ICT, Grant No. 256980).
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aim to accomplish the same for design and documentation problems of trustwor-
thy ICT systems. Security engineering “requires cross-disciplinary expertise” [5,
p. 3]. Patterns provide the means to collect this expertise and instantiate it to a
given security engineering problem. We define trustworthiness as a combination
of security, risk management, privacy and compliance attributes. All of these
attributes are also required by security standards, e.g., ISO 27001. Hence, we
restrict patterns in this work to security, law, privacy, and risk management
patterns.

The outcome of this analysis answers the research question, if and to what
extent patterns and SRE approaches can support the development of a secu-
rity standard compliant ICT system. Moreover, it answers the question in what
way patterns and SRE methods provide the required documentation for a secu-
rity standard compliant ICT system and how existing pattern-based and SRE
documentation can be re-used for an aforementioned system.

2 Previous Work

ICT systems keep increasing their functionality and distribution in recent years.
Unfortunately this increase in complexity of ICT systems leads also to an increase
in security problems for instance in cloud computing systems (or short clouds)
[6].

We developed a pattern-based approach to support the context establish-
ment and asset identification in the scope of cloud computing systems for the
ISO 27005 [7] standard [8]. Our work shows a cloud system analysis pattern and
different kinds of stakeholder templates serve to understand and describe a given
cloud development problem. We illustrated our support using an online banking
cloud scenario, presented in in Fig. 1. Our cloud system analysis pattern in Fig. 1
that provides a conceptual view on cloud computing systems and serves to sys-
tematically analyse stakeholders and requirements. The notation used to specify
the pattern is based on UML1 notation, i.e. the stick figures represent roles,
the boxes represent concepts orientates of the real world, the named lines rep-
resent relations (associations) equipped with cardinalities, the unfilled diamond
represents a “part-of” relation, and the unfilled triangles represent inheritance.

A Cloud is embedded into an environment consisting of two parts, namely
the Direct System Environment and the Indirect System Environment. The Di-
rect System Environment contains stakeholders and other systems that directly
interact with the Cloud, i.e. they are connected by associations. Moreover, as-
sociations between stakeholders in the Direct and Indirect System Environment
exist, but not between stakeholders in the Indirect System Environment and
the cloud. Typically, the Indirect System Environment is a significant source for
compliance and privacy requirements.

The Cloud Provider owns a Pool consisting of Resources, which are divided
into Hardware and Software resources. The provider offers its resources as Ser-
vices, i.e. IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS. The boxes Pool and Service in Fig. 1 are hatched,

1 Unified Modeling Language: http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.3/
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Fig. 1: Cloud System Analysis Pattern

because it is not necessary to instantiate them. Instead, the specialised cloud ser-
vices such as IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS and specialised Resources are instantiated.
The Cloud Developer represents a software developer assigned by the Cloud Cus-
tomer. The developer prepares and maintains an IaaS or PaaS offer. The IaaS
offer is a virtualised hardware, in some cases equipped with a basic operating
system. The Cloud Developer deploys a set of software named Cloud Software
Stack (e.g. web servers, applications, databases) into the IaaS in order to offer
the functionality required to build a PaaS. In our pattern PaaS consists of an
IaaS, a Cloud Software Stack and a cloud programming interface (CPI), which
we subsume as Software Product. The Cloud Customer hires a Cloud Developer
to prepare and create SaaS offers based on the CPI, finally used by the End Cus-
tomers. SaaS processes and stores Data in- and output from the End Customers.
The Cloud Provider, Cloud Customer, Cloud Developer, and End Customer are
part of the Direct System Environment. Hence, we categorise them as direct
stakeholders. The Legislator and the Domain (and possibly other stakeholders)
are part of the Indirect System Environment. Therefore, we categorize them as
indirect stakeholders.

The cloud system analysis pattern instance in Fig. 1 helps, e.g., identifying
assets by considering the instantiated boxes and the associations between the
direct stakeholders and the cloud. The associations indicate the flow of informa-
tion into and out of the cloud and therefore helps to analyze the information
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assets processed and stored in the cloud. Furthermore, the associations help to
find out about the asset owner, as the standard requires.

Identifying relevant compliance regulations for a software system and aligning
it to be compliant is a challenging task. Hence, we already developed a pattern-
based method for Identifying and analyzing laws [9]. The method makes use of
different kinds of patterns, which help to systematically elicit relevant laws.

We also analyzed the ISO 27001 standard to determine what techniques
and documentation are necessary and instrumental to develop and document
systems according to this standard [10]. Based on these insights, we inspected a
number of current SRE approaches to evaluate whether and to what extent these
approaches support ISO 27001 system development and documentation. We re-
use a conceptual framework (CF) [11] originally developed for comparing SRE
methods to relate important terms, techniques, and documentation artifacts of
the security requirements engineering methods to the ISO 27001.

3 Future Work

In the future we will extend this approach to support the documentation and
development of trustworthy ICT systems, as depicted in Fig. 2. In our approach,
we will re-use existing meta models for security standards, e.g., Sunyaev [12] and
for risk management standards, e.g., Fenz [13] and combine them into a pattern
for security and risk management standards (1). As a next step we will develop
relations from these patterns to the CF (2), which allows us to re-use the existing
relations to SRE methods (3). We combine the relations 1, 2, and 3 and, thus,
we can create transitive relations the SRE methods to multiple security and risk
management standards, e.g. ISO 27001 and Common Criteria (4).

However, the privacy and compliance demands of trustworthy ICT systems
and security standards, e.g., ISO 27001 and Common Criteria, alike are not yet
addressed. Hence, we propose to develop relations between specific patterns for
laws (5), risk and security (6), and privacy (7). We will also extend the CF to
enable relations to privacy and law extensions of SRE methods. The risk and
security patterns shall address issues that are not already covered by an existing
SRE method in 3. We will also develop the patterns in 5, 6, and 7, if there are
no suitable patterns available yet. As a last step we combine the relations 5, 6,
and 7 and, thus, also relate the patterns to multiple security standards, e.g. ISO
27001 and Common Criteria (8).

We choose cloud computing as an example of our work. Hence, we will create
more detailed patterns for cloud systems based upon the aforementioned Cloud
System Analysis Pattern.

Moreover, aligning clouds to meet compliance regulations is a challenging
task, because of a high number of different kinds of stakeholders. We will address
this problem by creating specific cloud law analysis patterns as an extension to
our existing law pattern approach [9]. Our extension will also make use of results
generated by the application of the cloud system analysis pattern.
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Fig. 2: Support for Developing and Documenting Trustworthy ICT Systems

We will start working on privacy patterns based upon Nissenbaum’s model of
informational privacy in terms of contextual privacy [14]. The model considers
the context of a given situation, the kind of information and the relation of the
information to the context. We will also compare security and risk management
patterns using existing surveys, e.g., Heyman et al. [15].

The outcome of our work is a methodology for developing and documenting
ICT systems with the goal to be compliant to security standards. We aim at
developing a system of patterns supported by security requirements engineering
approaches, which can be used to improve the security of an ICT system, as well
as to generate a documentation of an ICT system. This documentation can be
used as a basis for certification according to a standard.

The patterns in our work will be based upon UML and the problem frame
approach by Michael Jackson [16]. In addition, essential parts of the patterns are
specified with a formal notation based upon the Z notation [17]. The patterns
will be derived from relevant scientific literature, existing pattern libraries, as
well as being found in existing implementations of security standards.

We plan to validate our work via using the methodology and the pattern
system for an ICT system and a specific security standard. We will compare
the resulting documentation against a standard-compliant documentation that
is not based on our patterns.

We conclude with a brief summary of the main benefits of our approach:

– A methodology for systematic pattern-based development and documenta-
tion of ICT systems

– Complementing patterns with existing SRE approaches in order to com-
pletely support the implementation of sections of security standards

– Specific-patterns for laws, privacy, security and risk management to cover
all quality requirements of security standards

– Ease the burden of implementing security standards
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Abstract. Software security research has put much effort in evaluat-
ing security as a function of the expected number of vulnerabilities and
their criticality. As hackers become more sophisticated and economically-
driven, I argue that exploitation activities are a much more interesting
index of risk than the number of vulnerabilities: the economics of the
black market can shed light on attacking processes and trends, and can
be very useful in better assessing security and re-thinking patching be-
havior and patches priority.

1 The problem is in the approach

Security is not easy to quantify. The usual approach [1–4] is to evaluate security
in a semi-static way: the researcher takes into account the number of vulnera-
bilities that affect a system in some time-frame and their respective exploitation
easiness; the vendor has to choose which vulnerabilities’ patches should be pri-
oritized and typically uses the CVSS Impact Score [5] as an index to make that
decision. The main claim of my research proposal is that both the researcher
and the vendor should not only be concerned with the volume and criticality of
vulnerabilities, but rather with the effective risk factor that those would intro-
duce in the operational system. I argue indeed that a vulnerability represents a
risk only if it is not latent and is efficiently exploited.

I show in Section 3 that, while on first look this could seem an optimistic and
naive claim, and actually an ‘under -semplification’ of the problem, preliminary
evidence exists that attackers’ intentions are more predictable than considered in
the literature: precious information can be inferred by more carefully monitoring
criminal activities and exploitation trends. This type of information might seem
hardly reliable and trustworthy, but the fact that criminal underground activity
is becoming, as I show in section 3, more and more structured and economically-
driven makes it easier and more meaningful to evaluate risk as related to actual
criminal behavior and trends rather than simply as an unproven ‘exposure to
potential attacks’. My Ph.D. research goal is to identify, by means of auditing
and understanding criminal underground activities, schemes or trends that would
help in better defining security metrics and would be useful for: (a) the user,

� Work partially supported by EU-funded project FP7- 256980 NESSOS.
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that could better choose which software configuration is more secure in that
particular time-frame; (b) the vendor, that could better allocate human and
economic resources by means of a more knowledgeable understanding of actual
exploitation risks, thus increasing product security and monetization of effort.

In the next section I give some brief definitions helpful in describing vulner-
ability exploitation. In section 3 I introduce the different markets involved in
the process and describe the structure supporting it. Finally in section 4 I draw
my conclusions and Ph.D. proposals, formulating three hypothesis that, if hold
true, could help improve software security and patches scheduling.

2 Some quick definitions

Vulnerabilities. I use Ozment’s definition of vulnerability [6], according to
which vulnerabilities are mistakes in the code or in the configuration of a software
that can cause violations in its security policy. These mistakes can be exploited
by an attacker to get access to the vulnerable system.

Exploits. One could identify different levels of maturity of an exploit as they
usually are born as simple proofs-of-concept, are then scripted and eventually
automated [7]. Frei et al. in [8] analyzed more than 14 thousand vulnerabilities.
Out of these only about 3400 were exploited, most of which within a month from
the disclosure of the vulnerability.

Attacks. An attacker needs to exploit (at least) one vulnerability in the sys-
tem to reach his goal. The relation between exploitation time and vulnerability
disclosure date is shown in [9] by Arora et. al: attacks increase at the time of the
vulnerability disclosure. There also seems to be a correlation between random-
wide information scans and attack probes, evidencing that untargeted attacks
are common practice [10,11].

3 The Markets

Vulnerability and exploit markets are distinct but related: while the former is
divided between legitimate and illegitimate markets [12], the latter is mostly an
underground activity usually labeled as ‘black market’. On the other hand, the
financial consequences of vulnerability exploitation have been shown to go far
from solely their market value [13–15].

The market of vulnerabilities. No extended study exists, to the best of
my knowledge, on the value of vulnerabilities in the black market. In [12] a very
interesting insight on the legitimate vulnerability market is given; there are many
difficulties in the legitimate selling of vulnerabilities to vendors, because of the
‘secretive’ nature of the good. The relationship between the software vendor and
the security researcher, especially if independent and external to the company,
can be trouble1: the vendor may indeed not appreciate the bad publicity that
the disclosure of a vulnerability earns him [16].

1 http://news.cnet.com/8301-27076 3-57320190-248/apple- boots- security-guru-who-
exposed-iphone-exploit/
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The market of attacks. The economical value for the attacker seems signif-
icant: in [13] Franklin et al. investigate the amount of financial and economical-
related information that circulate in the market; they calculate the value of the
market of the credit cards only to be about 37million USD; if one considers
bank data theft and identity theft, their estimation increases up to 93million
USD. The magnitude of these estimates is also confirmed in [17]. Motoyama et
al. in [14] study the dynamics of underground forums, in which these data are
actually traded, and show the high interest the criminals put in online payment
accounts and stolen financial information.

The market of exploits. Lately spam has become a way to diffuse malicious
links that drive the user toward domains controlled by the attackers, that can
then try (and often succeed) to exploit their systems; very diffuse vectors for
such an activity are porn sites [18], botnets [15,19,20], and social networks [21].
Once the attacker gets access to the victim’s machine, he can install keyloggers
or any kind of malware that will provide him with the victim’s private data or
‘permanent’ access to the machine, at his will.

The profile of the coders that write exploits may vary a lot, ranging from
security enthusiasts to professionals. Some coders put a lot of effort in efficiently
exploiting vulnerabilities; these ‘efficient’ exploits are featured in web applica-
tions with a MySql backend; the community calls them Exploit Kits.

It is my opinion that the Exploit Kits phenomenon can shed some light on the
exploiting economics underlying the whole data-theft market, and due to some of
its peculiarities can perhaps be of great value in better evaluating effective risk.
Moreover, it provides preliminary evidence that exploiting activities are governed
by an economical process not yet investigated by the scientific community.

There are many different Exploit Kits on the market, very often advertised
in underground forums such as exploit.in and vendors.pro. Examples of these
are Phoenix, Eleonore, Blackhole, Crimepack. Exploit kits are rented to the
interested attacker for different periods of time, usually up to an year; a one-
year license would cost from 1000USD to 2500USD2. Perhaps the most popular
Exploit Kit around is now Blackhole3, but Phoenix and others have a significant
market share too. Their coders seem to put a lot of effort in code obfuscation
and encryption4. Even more importantly and perhaps counter-intuitively, but
supporting the hypothesis that exploitation is driven by economical processes,
the number of exploited vulnerabilities in these packs is in the order of ten or
less, and many of them are very old ones.

As an example, these are the softwares exploited in Eleonore v1.6.5, released
in March 20115 featuring only 10 exploits, most of which are at least 1-year old
and two of which are 5+ years old: MDAC(2006), WMI Object Broke (2006),

2 http://malwareint.blogspot.com/2010/01/state-of-art-in-eleonore-exploit-pack.html
3 http://dvlabs.tippingpoint.com/blog/2011/04/26/blackhole-exploit-kit
4 http://research.zscaler.com/2011/02/blackhole-exploits-kit-attack-growing.html
5 http://exploit.in/forum/index.php?showtopic=46653 (account required to access
the page; the reader might want to use a TOR network or a secure proxy to ac-
cess the page, depending to whom belongs the IP used)
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Snapshot (2008), IEpeers (2010), HCP (2010), PDF libtiff mod v1.0 (2010), Flash
<10.2 (2011), Flash < 10.2.159 (2011), Java Invoke (2010), Java trust (2010).
Analogous are Blackhole’s6 and Phoenix’s7 offerings, as many others’ too8. The
vulnerabilities in those Exploit Kits concern a small set of widely diffused and
exposed softwares such as Java, Flash, or Adobe Reader plugins; while at the
time of writing Java seems to be the main target in the most diffused exploit
kits9 (Blackhole, Phoenix), in the past were mainly targeted Office Plugins and
Flash10, suggesting there might be additional, software-related trends in the
process. Exploit kits are advertised by screenshots and exploiting success rates11.

The actual exploitation takes place when the victim requests the, say, ‘ex-
ploit.php’ page on the attacker’s domain12. The attacker must fool the user in
requesting that web-page: apart from social engineering and direct link spam
techniques, the attacker usually compromises one or more hosts (often by means
of SQL Injection) and insert an iframe in the domain’s homepage that redirects
connections towards the attacker’s ‘exploit.php’ page; this is a very common
practice, as evidenced by sites such as Malware Domain List13 that serve as a
database of hosts that have been compromised. Once the victim reaches the at-
tacker’s host, a set of exploiting scripts is run; as a consequence, the successful
attacker can often execute code on the target machine: install keyloggers, steal
data, download malware and/or make the machine part of his botnet. In order
to increase the hit rate, the compromised sites might be acquired by somebody
else; the attacker could (and this may not be an exhaustive list):

– buy a set of hosts compromised by somebody else
– rent connections to compromised hosts from whom acquired them
– rent connections from traffic brokers14,15 that buy traffic from some third

party (2-6USD per 1k connections).

In particular, the second approach is made easier by the existence of traf-
fic dispatchers (e.g. SimpleTDS16), and often augmented by botherders them-
selves [22]; the third is widely diffused in pay-per-click(-install) scenarios such
as porn networks [18] and others [22]: the traffic from a compromised host is
sold by the ‘compromiser’ to the traffic broker, which will then receive a certain
amount of connections from victims that accessed the compromised host. These

6 http://exploit.in/forum/index.php?showtopic=41662
7 http://exploit.in/forum/index.php?showtopic=37627
8 http://vil.nai.com/images/FP BLOG 100527 1.jpg
9 http://www.kaspersky.com/about/news/virus/2011/Ja va the Target of
Choice for Exploit Kits in 2011

10 https://threatpost.com/en us/blogs/carberp-and-black-hole-exploit- kit-wreaking-
havoc-120511

11 http://malwareint.blogspot.com/2010/09/black-hole-exploits-kit-another.html
12 http://blog.imperva.com/2011/12/deconstructing-the-black-hole- exploit-kit.html
13 http://www.malwaredomainlist.com/
14 http://www.trafficshop.com/
15 http://www.trafficholder.com/
16 http://www.simpletds.com/
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very connections are redirected by the traffic broker to his clients, that in turn
have bought a certain amount of ‘traffic’ that will be directed straight to the
‘exploit.php’ page under their control [18, 22].

4 A research plan

From this preliminary analysis, the exploitation market results far from being
simply driven by enthusiasts, unorganized hackers or groups of hackers: there
is a whole infrastructure supporting both the exploitation of vulnerabilities and
the economic investment that the attacker must (and apparently actually do)
sustain. This gives preliminary evidence and, to my opinion, a very good reason
to further investigate the dynamics of exploitation and the attackers’ goals, in
order to provide insights about actual security and perhaps, eventually, to bet-
ter evaluate security metrics, countermeasures, risk assessment and to support
vendors’ patching behavior.

My research goal is to find a novel, more precise way to describe vulnerability
exploitation, and thus to evaluate the effective risk factor affecting a system. In
order to accomplish that, I formulate the following three hypotheses:

– Hypothesis (1). Attackers are economically rational.
– Hypothesis (2). There is a substantial difference in success rates between

public and commercial exploits.
– Hypothesis (3). Commercial exploits are not redundant (i.e. not many

exploits exist in the same time-frame for the same system configuration).

Therefore by (2) higher risk would come from those vulnerabilities for which
a commercial exploit exists; if (1) holds, then the most dangerous vulnerabilities
will be those that are efficiently exploitable, because those would optimize the
exploitation success rate and thus maximize attackers’ return on investment.
Following (3) vulnerabilities that provide access to a certain system configuration
for which other, easier or more efficiently exploitable vulnerabilities exist would
represent a lower risk because of less interest to the attacker.

I’m planning to investigate those hypothesis during my Ph.D. program here
at the University of Trento. Hypothesis 3 can be validated by analyzing hack-
ers’ exploitation resources; I’m planning to further understand how much diffused
those tools are as attack vectors. I’m also willing to understand who is behind
their development and how profitable this activity is. Hypothesis 2 will involve
testing the efficacy of publicly released exploits against the ones featured in ex-
ploitation tools from (3). Dulcis in fundo, Hypothesis 1 will be the toughest
one to investigate: to collect evidence of the importance of the economic aspects
in the attacking process may not be sufficient; I’m planning to conduct interviews
with (professional) hackers and to design and deploy a social experiment with
the purpose of better understanding how much effort the attackers are willing
to put into the exploitation of a system.

The validity of those hypotheses could smooth the way toward a more precise
and realistic risk assessment process, and significantly improve security metrics’s
reliability, patching priorities, and system hardening efficiency and efficacy.
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